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ABSTRACT
To date, wind power has become very popular to produce electricity due to climate change,
greenhouse gases and the fossil fuels crisis. Although using wind turbine technology to produce
electricity is very mature, industries are looking to achieve the best utilization of the wind energy
in order to fulfill the electrical needs for cities at a very affordable cost. In this thesis, a method
entitled Cluster Identification Algorithm (CIA) and an optimization approach called a MultiObjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) are integrated and implemented to maximize wind power
efficiency and wind power in wind farms and minimize cost caused by the size and quantity of
wind turbines installed in wind farms located on non-flat terrain (i.e., terrain with different
heights). An analysis evaluating the fitness function for different populations and generations in
order to select the best option was performed. Furthermore, assumption of one wind direction
and different factors like different turbine capacities and different quantity of turbines available
are considered in this thesis. Also, it considered how the downstream decay model from wind
energy theory caused for a wind turbine positioning ahead on the wind farm layout affected the
remaining. Finally, a model related to layouts of the wind farm with optimal combination of
efficiency, power and cost is developed. A case study that solved three dimensional terrain
optimization problems using the combination of CIA and MOGA is also discussed. This thesis
forms the basis for solving many other similar problems that occur in renewable energy
industries.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Some facts such as diminishing fossil fuel and the effect of the use of fossil sources on the
environment are the two main reasons for interest in applying wind energy as a way to reduce
these issues. Currently, wind energy is receiving considerable attention as an emission-free, low
cost alternative to traditional energy sources. It is a widely available since is derivative of solar
energy that has been captured by earth’s atmosphere. It has a wide range of applications such as
battery charging, or auxiliary power on boats. For large grid-connected arrays of turbines, they
are becoming an increasingly important source of wind power-produced commercial electricity.
In this thesis, a method entitled Cluster Identification Algorithm (CIA) and an optimization
approach called a Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) are integrated and developed to
solve the problem of determining the optimal wind farm layout on non-flat terrain and at the
same time maximize wind power, maximize the efficiency of wind power affected by the
aerodynamic losses and minimize cost due to the size and quantity of wind turbines installed in
wind farms. Before selecting the optimal wind farm, there exist some important variables that the
methodology has to deal with, such as different heights of the terrain and initially undetermined
optimal wind turbine positions. The terrain is defined with the use of Cluster identification
Algorithm (CIA), because with CIA is possible obtain a cluster of positions into a specific range
of heights, after that only a subset of positions are selected from the total land area. Another
important variable is that the wind turbine capacities and characteristics are not the same;
characteristics like rotor area and turbine height that play a big role in calculating the wind power
that the turbine is exposed to.
1

1.2. Statement Problem and Rationale of the Study
The motivation to develop this work is based on the research issues found in the literature
review, mostly in journal papers of optimization methodologies for wind turbine position
placement in wind farms. Then grew the idea of developing a methodology to solve the problem
of determining the optimal wind farm layout on a non-flat terrain; based on that the most of the
papers reviewed make reference to 2-dimensional terrain (flat terrain) although terrain roughness
(with different heights) is common in real world cases. Other of the issues during literature
review is that turbine placement papers do not mention a pre-selection terrain method from a
large scale terrain, making the wind farms not so big or the wind farms installation are far from
cities; for that reason in this study is presented Cluster Identification Algorithm (CIA) as an
option to fulfill this need.
The interest of utilized a well probed multi-objective algorithm such as MOGA is based on
that in the literature review is considered just 1 or 2 objective variables while in real world
problems could be consider as much objective variables are required. Also was necessary
increased the input variables by adding a wind wake decay model to simulate the disturbance
that causes the turbines interacting with each other; and used different turbine types because this
increased the opportunities to find a better wind farm lay out solution.

1.3. Objectives of the Study
As a main objective in the present study is proposed a methodology integrated by a method
entitled Cluster Identification Algorithm (CIA) and an optimization approach called a MultiObjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) that allow determine a wind farm layout on a non-flat
terrain, and at the same time maximize wind power that the wind farm is exposed to, maximized
efficiency of the wind power, and minimize cost due to the quantity of turbines in the wind farm.
2

Secondly is presented a methodology steps about how to deal with variables such as different
quantity of turbines and different types, (different hub height, rotor area, etc.), situation that is
not easy to find in literature review and appear in the real world cases.
Thirdly, since the methodology is a long computational time consuming was developed a
MATLAB code, see Appendix iv, which include and consider all variables mentioned above and
can be useful for future works.

1.4. Scope and Limitations

The proposed methodology can develop a wind farm layout maximizing the wind power that
wind farm is exposed to. To maximize the electrical power output, is necessary considering the
efficiency of the entire system, situation is not consider in this study. A limitation is that is
considering just 1 wind direction that is not the case in real world situations. At least this
methodology can be useful as an initial approach to get a wind farm layout solution which can be
compared with the solution of other approaches. There is the intention of the author complicating
the methodology to make it stronger and more reliable for the real world applications.
1.5 Plan of thesis
Along the next chapters is presented the technical part regarding wind energy and wind turbines.
Next, sections described the used methodology that start with the basic equations from wind
farm theory to define wind power, efficiency of wind power, and total cost concept used in
optimizations equations; basically, the methodology describes step-by-step how conduct the
variables mentioned above, specifically the variable that the terrain has different heights. Further,
is presented step-by-step the proposed methodology that involved the steps to apply the Cluster
Identification Algorithm (CIA), whose output is a selected terrain to be the input of the Multi3

Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) that is also part of the algorithm to develop the wind farm
layout. At the end is presented a case study, again explained step by step with an analysis of the
results generated.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
The next sections described some of the material founded in literature review that were consider
important to make mention in this study because are necessary and useful concepts to understand
the methodology chapter.

2.1 The function of the Wind Turbine and Wind Farm
The contemporary wind turbines are made up of several components. Each one of them contains
a specific function correlated to each other in order to conduct better extraction of energy (see
Figure 1.1); further, the decomposition of components help the owner of a wind turbine to pay
for less expensive parts when they need to be replaced [2].
By analyzing each component it is possible to get a better understanding of the product; Figure
1.1 shows the components of vertical axis wind turbines, and Appendix I illustrates different
wind turbines.

Figure 1.1 VAWT (Vertical Axis Wind Turbine) components [2]
5

Wind turbines are machines that produce electrical power from wind kinetic energy. Wind
turbines are designed and created by different companies making them accessible to us in
different sizes and therefore with a range of power ratings. With a wind turbine size of a rotor
among 8 ft. to 25 ft. in diameter and 30 ft. tall, this wind turbine is able to supply energy to a
home or a small business. On the other hand they can be as big as a building 20 stories high and
its rotor bigger than a football field energizing an average of 1,400 homes.
Until now has been presented how a wind turbine works, the energy produced, classifications,
general advantages and disadvantage, the next concept to discuss is the wind farm.
A wind farm is a group of interconnected wind turbines which provide more overall power, and
the electricity from a wind farm can be fed into a grid to allocate it to its customers, like your
local power plant. Wind farms can be separated into four different types described in Appendix
II.

2.2 Wind turbine classification type
In today’s world market, mainly it is found that wind turbines are classified in two types
regardless their size: horizontal axis (HAWT) and vertical axis (VAWT). Refer to Table 2.1
(page 7 to 9) that showed the classification of wind turbine by type and presented some
advantages and disadvantages of HAWT and VAWT; also exist modified versions and some
other types. See also Appendix I for HAWT and VAWT figures.
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Table 2.1 WT Comparisons [3]
Type

HAWT

1. Efficient

Advantages

Disadvantages
1. Does not cope well with frequently
changing wind and direction

2. Proven product

2.Does not cope well with buffering

3. Widely used
4. Most economic
5. Many products available

VAWT

1. Quite efficient

1. Not efficient

2. Different Wind directions

2. Comparatively uneconomic

3. Less sensitive to turbulence than a
HAWT
4. Create fewer vibrations
5. Can benefit from turbulent flows

Modified HAWT

DAWT (DiffuserAugmented Wind
Turbines or Ducted
Rotor)

Maglev wind turbine

Co-axial, multi-rotor
horizontal-axis turbines
Counter-rotating
horizontal-axis turbines

1. The ducted rotor can operates in a wide
range of winds and generate a higher
power per unit of rotor area

1.The duct is usually quite heavy, which
puts an added load on the tower

2. The generator operates at a high rotation
rate, so it doesn't require a bulky gearbox,
so the mechanical portion can be smaller
and lighter
1. Magnetic levitation turbines are an
experiment in adapting maglev bearings
for wind turbines. If successful they are
likely to reduce substantially wind speeds
necessary for power generating and
increase operating efficiency

1. The opposing experts believe that this
vertical axis wind turbine has some
serious design flaws

2. This large wind turbine from maglev
industries will also increase generation
capacity by 20% at the same time
decreasing operational costs by 50% over
the traditional wind turbine

2. The opposing experts believe that it has
too many blades leaving the turbine to
look “solid” to the wind as it speeds up in
strong winds

3. Is capable of generating power from
wind speeds as low as 1.5 m/s and reported
to operate in winds reaching 40 m/s

3. Stators are also lacking in the design to
direct the flow more effectively onto the
blades

1. Power multiplied several times using coaxial
1. Counter rotating turbines increases the
rotation speed of the electrical generator
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1. Overall, this is a more complicated
design than the single-turbine wind
generator, but it taps more of the wind's
energy at a wider range of wind speeds

Type
Telescopic blades
Modified
HAWT

Advantages
1. Telescopic blades make a turbine
more productive by increasing the
turbines rotor diameter during low wind
conditions

Disadvantages
1. The extendable blades cost more to
make

2. In high wind conditions when the
turbine is in need of reducing loads the
blades can be retracted to make the
rotor smaller
Aerial

Vaneless ion wind generator

1. It has been suggested that wind
turbines could be flown in high speed
winds at high altitude taking advantage
of the steadier winds at high altitudes

1. No such systems currently exist in the
marketplace

1. A vaneless ion wind generator or
power fence is a proposed wind power
device that produces electrical energy
directly by using the wind to pump
electric charge from one electrode to
another, with no moving parts

1. The main advantage of this system is
that it has no moving parts except the
water droplets. The disadvantages are that
it needs a constant supply of water, its
wind profile cannot be reduced, it requires
many small parts, and it has to be wellcrafted to reduce corona discharge losses

2. The bird deaths, vibration noise, and
moving shadows associated with wind
turbines would not occur with ion based
power generation

Piezoelectric wind turbines

Solar updraft towers

1. Piezoelectric wind turbines could be
very useful for generating energy by
having a building covered with a small
leaf-shaped
piezoelectric
material
similar to an ivy-clad house, which then
take and store wind energy as it blows
around the building
1. It combines three old and proven
technologies: the chimney effect, the
greenhouse effect, and the wind turbine

1. The power densities coming out of
recent studies of this kind suggest that
they are ‘orders of magnitude’ away from
the desired output, typically around 0.150.2μW

2. The air current from the greenhouse
up the chimney drives turbines, which
produce electricity

2. The intensive amount of land needed to
build the collector to an appropriate scale.
Not only are large, flat pieces of land
required, but this land cannot be in an area
prone to natural disasters or frequent bad
weather

3. The main advantages of the solar
updraft tower model is the simplicity of
its design and the low maintenance
costs after the system is operating

8

1. A disadvantage of a solar updraft tower
is the much lower conversion efficiency
than concentrating solar power stations
have, thus requiring a larger collector area
and leading to higher cost of construction
and maintenance

2.3 Power in wind that flows through a rotor

Figure 2.1 Wind turbine representations with wind passing through the rotor

The theoretical power in the wind which flows through a rotor of a wind turbine is directly
proportional to the air density, the rotor radius, and the wind speed before passing through the
rotor (refer to Figure 2.1 and equation 2.1).
…………………………….… (2.1)
Where Pw is the power in the wind which flows through the rotor, ρ is the air density, R is the
rotor radius, and Vb is the wind speed before passing the rotor. Maximization of the power from
the wind required the optimal control settings of the wind turbine parameters and the power in
wind available that flows through the rotor. [4]

9

2.4 The power generation process through a wind turbine

Figure 2.2 Power generation of a wind turbine
To understand the basic concept of wind turbine power optimization considers the following.
The rotor blades convert some of the kinetic energy of the wind to mechanical energy on the
rotor shaft, Figure 2.2. The efficiency of this conversion depends on several factors such as blade
profiles, pitch angle, tip speed ratio and air density. The pitch angle, β, is the angle of the blades
towards the rotational plane. If the pitch angle is low, the blades are almost perpendicular to the
wind and if it is high (near 90 degrees) the blades are almost in parallel with the hub direction.
There are several density functions which can be used to describe how the wind speed is
distributed. The two most common are the Weibull and the Rayleigh functions [5].
Comparisons with measured wind speeds over the world show that the wind speed can be
reasonably well described by the Weibull density function if the time period is not too short.
Periods of several weeks to a year or more is usually reasonably well described by the Weibull
distribution but for shorter time periods the agreement is not so good [5].

10

2.5

Layout of the wind farm

Wind farm
grid interface

Figure 2.3 Typical wind farms [5]

A typical wind farm can be represented by the sketch presented in Figure 2.3. As seen in
Figure 2.3, a general layout of a wind farm consists of a number of elements, wind turbines, local
wind turbine grid, collecting point, transmission system, and wind farm interface to the point of
common connection (PCC). The local wind turbine grid connects the wind turbine units to the
collecting point. The wind turbine units are connected in parallel to radials, unless otherwise is
specified. In the collecting point, the voltage is increased to a level suitable for transmission. The
energy is then transmitted to the wind farm grid interface over the transmission system. The wind
farm grid interface adapts the voltage, frequency and the reactive power of the transmission
system to the voltage level, frequency and reactive power demand of the grid in the PCC. [5]

11

2. 6 Common assumptions in wind farm research
Modeling the wind farm layout design problem calls for assumptions. However, the assumptions
made could be acceptable in industrial applications and they could be modified or even removed,
if necessary. Next table 2.2 showed some assumptions [6].

Table 2.2 Assumptions in wind farm research

Assumption
Number

Assumption description

Assumption 1

For a wind farm project, the number of wind turbines N is fixed and known
before the farm is constructed. A typical wind farm project has its total
capacity goal dictated by various factors, such as finances and turbine
availability. For example, to achieve 150MW (Mega Watt) capacity, a
hundred 1.5MW turbines are needed.

Assumption 2

Wind turbine location is characterized by its two dimensional Cartesian
coordinates (x, y), represented as a vector x of the length. This assumption
implies that the terrain has relatively small variations of surface roughness.

Assumption 3

The wind turbines considered for a wind farm are homogenous, i.e., they all
have the same power curve function P = f (v), where v is the wind speed at the
wind turbine rotor with a fixed height, P is the turbine power output.

Assumption 4.

Wind speed v (at a given location, height, and direction) follows a Weibull
distribution.

Assumption 5.

Wind speeds at different locations with the same direction share the same
Weibull distribution across a wind farm.

Assumption 6

Any two turbines in a wind farm are separated from each other by at least 4
rotor diameters. Ensuring sufficient spacing between adjacent turbines reduces
interactions, e.g., wind turbulence, thus diminishing the hazardous loads on
the turbine.

12

2.7 Problem identification
To solve power optimization problems in wind turbines and wind farms, existed some different
approaches and technical methodologies that could be applied depending the different scenarios
and condition such as: data available, variables, terrain conditions, turbine type, wind farm
capacity, wind farm characteristics, it also must consider what kind of assumptions could be
apply, resources available, time and cost, etc.
Table 2.3 present us a summary of some research issues, technical methodologies for power
prediction, power optimization and best wind turbine placement, for different scenarios.

Table 2.3 Research issues and technical methodologies for electric power prediction, power
optimization and best wind turbine placement

Research Issues

Technical methodology

Optimization scenario
and approaches

Increased prediction accuracy of wind
power to be produced at future time periods
is often bounded by the prediction model
complexity and computational time
involved [7].

Clustering
methodology [7].

approach

For short-term prediction
of power produced by a
wind turbine. Low wind
speeds scenarios when a
model is produced with
data mining algorithms

The wind power industry is rapidly
expanding, and accurate power forecasting
is essential. Wind power forecasts are used
as input for various simulation tools,
including
market
operations,
unit
commitment and
economic dispatch [8].

Data Mining algorithms:
SVM (the support vector
machine regression), multi
layer perception network
(MLP), radial basis function
(RBF) network, classification
and regression (C&R) tree
and random forest [8]

The direct prediction of
wind farm power.
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Optimization scenario
and approaches

Research Issues

Technical methodology

There is no industry standard for power ramp
rate (PRR) prediction. PRR on 10 min
intervals is to benefit the grid management
and power scheduling in the wind industry
[9].

Data Mining algorithm:
MLP (multilayer perception
network), SVM (support
vector machine), Random
Forest,
C&R
tree
(classification
and
regression
tree),
Pace
regression [9]

Developing power and
PRR (power ramp rates)
and prediction models for
wind farms.

Power production can be influenced by many
factors and usually fluctuates rapidly,
imposing considerable difficulties on the
management of combined electric power
systems. Several different techniques have
been presented to estimate and predict the
highly variable energy production [10].

Prediction by Regression
Model and Neural Network
[10].

To estimate and predict the
highly variable energy
(power) production of
wind farms.

The rapid expansion of alternative energy
creates challenges related to the power
quality. The power quality issue can be
addressed at the wind turbine or the wind
farm level [4].

Data Mining algorithms and
evolutionary computation
algorithm [4].

Optimization
for
the
Active Power and Power
Factor for Low speed and
High speed wind scenarios.

Due the low-speed operation, direct-drive
PM wind turbine concepts may have
disadvantages such as the large diameter,
heavy weight, and high cost of generators.
With the increase of rated power levels and
the decrease of wind turbine rotor speeds,
these direct-drive systems are becoming
larger and even more expensive, and also
have higher technical difficulties of transport
and assembly. Therefore, an interesting
alternative may be a mixed solution with a
single-stage planetary gearbox and a
medium-speed PM generator, which was first
introduced by Multibrid of Germany [11].

Improved genetic algorithm
(IGA) [11].

Optimization
of
the
electromagnetic design of
the
investigated
wind
generator systems
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Research Issues

Technical methodology

Optimization scenario and
approaches

The wind climate in complex terrain and
offshore can be substantially different from
that of normal flat terrain. This will affect
turbine design assumptions and represents a
potential for cost reduction by site-specific
design. Such design can be achieved by
optimization of the wind turbine for the
specific site, by taking into account terrain
and wind conditions [12].

Design tools based on
numerical optimization
and earolastic were
combined with a cost
model [12].

To allow optimization for
minimum cost of energy, where
site
characteristics
were
incorporated into the design
process of wind turbines.

The wind energy industry is looking for
novel ways of reducing costs. Examples of
areas where the cost could be reduced
include: site selection for wind farms, layout
design, and predictive maintenance. The site
selected and layout design of a wind farm
could extend the lifetime of turbines as well
as increase wind energy production. Another
meaningful way to reduce costs is to
optimize the capture of energy from the wind
with effective control strategies [13].

Evolutionary
computation
[13].

Maximization of the power
produced by wind turbines.

Wind energy poses challenges such as the
reduction of the wind speed due to other
turbines. Normally, if a turbine is within the
area of turbulence caused by another turbine,
or the area behind another turbine, the wind
speed suffers a reduction, and therefore there
is a decrease in the production of electricity
[14].

Viral based optimization
algorithm [14]

To find the optimal solution to
wind
turbine
placement
problems.

Obtain the maximum energy production
combined with the minimum cost. The basic
factor that is examined is the optimal
positioning of wind turbines in a wind farm
[15].

Monte Carlo simulation
[15]

Optimal placement of wind
turbine In a wind park (wind
farm).
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algorithm

Optimization scenario and
approaches

Research Issues

Technical methodology

Some works for wind turbines positioning are
based on the genetic algorithm.
Genetic algorithms always take a lot of time to
get a solution, and this will be an obstacle
when the wind condition is complicated.
Besides, there is no guarantee about the
quality of the solution. That means there is no
knowledge about how good the solution is.
And in those works, only the ﬂat terrain is
considered. While in many real-world
instances, wind farms are built in mountains or
some other types of terrain, not always in a ﬂat
area [16].

Greedy Algorithm For
Turbine Positioning [16].

To maximize the total extracted
power of a wind farm by turbine
positioning.

Where large wind resources exist, wind energy
converters are even becoming economically
competitive compared to electrical power
produced by other conventional means.
However, for multi-megawatt production, a
large number of wind turbines must be
installed, and the efficiency of the wind farm
is highly influenced by their positioning. The
present work discusses a novel approach to the
wind turbine positioning problem [17].

The genetic algorithm
applied to wind farms [17].

To find the best wind farm
configuration on a given terrain.

2.8 Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm was developed by Holland and his colleagues in the 1960s and 1970s. It is
inspired in evolutionist theory explaining the origin of species. GA belongs to the larger class of
evolutionary algorithms, which generate solutions to optimization problems using techniques
inspired by natural evolution, such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover.
Along the time genetic algorithms has suffer a lot of modifications, it could be found and
extensive literature review that showed it well performance against the different methods, so it is
well proved methodology.
A common GA terminology is that for a solution vector x € X is called an individual or a
chromosome. These chromosomes are made of discrete units called genes that control one or
16

more features of the chromosomes. These genes are assumed to be binary digits. A collection of
chromosomes is known as a population. The population is normally initialized randomly.
Furthermore, it is used two operators to generate new solutions from existing ones. The first
operator is the crossover. This is the most important operator of GA. In here, generally two
chromosomes, called parents, are combined to form new chromosomes, called offspring.
The parents are selected among existing chromosomes in the population based on fitness so
that offspring is expected to get good genes which make the parents filter. By applying the
crossover, genes of good chromosomes are expected to appear more frequently in the population.
For the mutation operator, it introduces random changes into characteristics of chromosomes. It
is generally applied at the gene level. Commonly, the mutation rate is very small and depends on
the length of the chromosome. As a consequence, the new chromosome produced by mutation
will not be very different from the original.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
Based on the literature review and the aforementioned research issues, the solution approach that
involved CIA and MOGA is proposed in Section 3.1
3.1 The proposed methodology
Figure 3.1 demonstrates a conceptual framework of the proposed methodology, and Figure 3.2
depicts more detailed steps in the methodology.

Start
Step 0
Create Matrix A

Step 6- 7
Select a Cluster Matrix C which is the
based to extract a subset Matrix a from
Matrix A

Matrix A
Representing a
large scale terrain
including Heights

Matrix a, Subset
of A, to be used as
input in MOGA

Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm
(MOGA)

Step 1 to step 4
Create a set of bins of limits to classified
the Heights of A as 1's (into limits) and 0's
(out of limits) contained in Matrix B

Matrix B,
containing 1's and
0's

End
Lay out solution
Set

Step 5 Applied Cluster Identification
Algorithm (CIA) applied to Matrix B

Figure 3.1 Flow chart of general methodology
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Figure 3.2 Flow chart of detailed methodology
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3.2 Methodology and strategy
As an initial concept of the next methodology, it is understood that the rows and columns of the
matrices generated are used as an input and output data and are based on terrain reference
coordinates of integers and represent only the coordinates of the terrain; the function of the
coordinates are tracked the wind turbine position from the beginning of the methodology until
the end of it. The coordinates will be a normal row and column sequence (i.e., starting from left
to right and from high to low). Also as a constraint in this methodology it is consider that wind
direction goes from west to east.
3.2.1 Wind power, efficiency and wind farm cost
This section is focused on describing the concepts of power in the wind, efficiency of the power
in the wind that a wind farm is exposed and cost for wind farms. As input data we have
controllable, non-controllable, and performance parameters representing the land characteristics,
wind speed and wind turbines characteristics. Next is a table 3.1 that classified the input data and
showed its definition and its symbol.
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Table 3.1 Input variables
Symbol
3

(V )avg
ρ

Definition
Average wind velocity

Units
m^3

Air density

1.225
kg/m3

U

The wind speed downstream of the turbine

m/s

Uo

The wind speed before reach the turbine

m/s

Aij

Sweep rotor Area

m2

r0

Pivot wind turbine rotor radius

m

Pij

Ideal power in the wind that a wind turbine is exposed

Kw

P'ij

Real power in the wind that a wind turbine is exposed

Kw

RP

Total real power in the wind that wind farm is exposed

Kw

Pavg

The specific power average in the wind at a height H0

W/m2

Yij

Is the height of the terrain at an specific (i, j) position in meters, where
(i=1, 2….m) (j=1, 2….n)

m

LK

Hub height

m

H0

wind data normally 10 m

m

α

Is the friction coefficient, the table 3.3 showed common values for
specific terrain characteristics

No
units

1 mean exist a turbine and 0 not exist in the i row and j column position,
with a k value that correspond to a turbine type.

No
units

Wind turbine Power Rate in KW for a K turbine type

Kw

XijK=1, 0
ZK
Ymin,
Ymax
Increment

Maximum and Minimum height in the large scale terrain
Range increment of the bins where the Algorithm for terrain selection

m
m

LLj

Lower height limit

m

ULi

Upper height limit

m

Matrix that represent a large terrain that is dived in cells that contained the
height, the row and columns identification are the terrain reference
coordinates, normally use in a XY graph. In integers numbers

Entries
in m

Matrix that represent a large terrain that is dived in cells that contained 1
or 0, after the classification based on LLj and ULj, the row and columns
identification remain the same as in Matrix A, and the terrain reference
coordinates are as normally use in a XY graph in integers numbers

Entries:
1or 0

Matrix C

Matrix C that represent a subset of Matrix B, the row and columns
identification remain the same after matrix B decomposition

Entries:
1 or 0

Matrix a

Sub set of Matrix A, that contains the heights based on the rows and
columns from Matrix C, since is a subset of Matrix A,

Entries:
m

Matrix A

Matrix B
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3.2.1.1 Wind power generation
In this section, some assumptions are made, such as: all the wind turbines have different
capacities and characteristics, the wind speed is based on a Weibull distribution, and only one
wind direction is considered.
First, to calculate the average wind velocity based on the data, is necessary applied the next
equation 3.1:
………………………..………………….…… (3.1)

Then, the specific power average in the wind has to be calculated with the following equation
3.2:
…………………………………………………….………....……...… (3.2)

At this point it is necessary to remember that the wind farm concept is an array of turbines, each
positioned in an ij position and on an ij height (Yij). Then, once the Pavg value is obtained, it is
necessary to use the value to calculate the power in the wind that flows through the rotor for all
the turbines positioned on each ij position of the wind farm. First evaluating individual Pij and
then adding up all Pij values, the result is the power in the wind that the wind farm is exposed to.
Next, equation 3.3 defined the ideal total power in the wind that the wind farm is exposed to.

……….……………………….. (3.3)

One important factor that has to be taken into account is a downstream effect that is the quantity
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of reduced power in the wind that the remaining turbines are exposed to by placing a turbine on a
position ahead. Refer to Appendix III for theory and equations.
Most of the wake decay theory is considered in a flat terrain, and based on that it is necessarily
helpful to know how proceed in the mountain terrain; as a rule or criteria for this work the wake
decay model will be considered only if r1 overpasses more than the 50% of rotor area of the
affected turbine.
That is, a pivot position ij is considered to calculate downstream effect only when the r1 effect is
covering at least 0.5 of the rotor area of the affected turbine, and is then considered significant.
This assumes that none of the turbines have to be behind a higher terrain height that is obviously
going to block the wind, so it is then easy to apply the wake decay model to determine the losses
caused by the turbine ahead.
Next are described the equations of the wake decay model applied to each turbine individually.
The wind speed downstream is represented in next equation 3.4:
…………………………………………………………….………. (3.4)

Where U0 is calculating, using equation 3.5:

………………………………………..………..……… (3.5)

U0ij has to be calculated for all the turbines on all the positions in the wind farm. That will give
the data is needed to calculate Uij.
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Next equation 3.6 showed how to calculate r1:

……………………………………………………………………………..… (3.6)

Once the ij turbine pivot position is selected, it has to compute the r1 which is a dependent
function of the position of the remaining turbines due the distance x among turbines; then, it has
to be evaluated if r1 affects more than the 50% of rr of the turbine affected. If it is, it is necessary
to calculate the Uij values for all the positions that affect the pivot position by using the previous
equation 3.4.
Then we use these downstream Uij values to calculate the power in the wind that the next
turbines are exposed to.
Finally the power in the wind that the turbines affected are exposed to uses the next equation 3.7.

……………………………………………………………..……... (3.7)

Therefore the real power (RP) in the wind that the wind farm is exposed to can be described by
the next equation 3.8

………..……………..……….…....…... (3.8)

Therefore, the losses of power in the wind that the wind farm is exposed to, due to the wake
decay model, is the difference among the ideal total power in the wind that a wind farm is
exposed to, equation 3.3, and the real power (RP) in the wind that the wind farm is exposed to by
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equation 3.8. This could be observed in next equation 3.9.

Total Losses =

…………..……………..……….………..…...…. (3.9)

Equation 3.9 is the basis to understand and define the efficiency of the power in the wind that the
wind farm is exposed to and is affected by for the aerodynamic losses.

3.2.1.2 Wind power efficiency
At this point, and based on the concept that in a system the efficiency is defined as the output
divided by the input. The input is considered the ideal power in the wind that the wind farm is
exposed to without losses due the way decay model, as in a perfect system, equation 3.3 and the
output is the real power in the wind that the wind farm is exposed including losses, equation 3.9;
Is an abstract efficiency since it has to be used the definition of ideal power in the wind that the
wind farm is exposed. Next equation 3.10 defined wind farm efficiency.

……. (3.10)

Input = Ideal power
in the wind

Wind Farm
Due wind turbines
interactions are created wind
power losses that affect the
wind power .

Output = Real power
in the wind

Figure 3.3 Efficiency of the power in the wind that the wind farm is exposed
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3.2.1.3 Wind farm cost
To evaluate the cost of the wind farm, only the price of the wind turbines was considered.
Installation, maintenance and others were not considered in order to formulate the problem
simpler.

3.2.2 Objective functions
The main objective of this paper is to determine the optimal positioning of wind turbines that
will maximize wind power generation, maximize wind power efficiency and minimize the cost
by using the genetic algorithm in a non-flat terrain application. It can be summarized in the next
optimization statement:
Efficiency of wind power that the wind farm is exposed to:
…………… (3.11)

Wind power that the wind farm is exposed to:
……………..........………………………………….…. (3.12)

Cost
…….………………………….. (3.13)
Where:
Pavg= the average power in the wind at a height H0 in W/m2
Yij = is the height of the terrain at a specific (i, j) position in meters, where (i=1, 2….m) (j=1,
2….n)
LK= Hub Height in meters
H0= 10 m
α = is the friction coefficient, the following table 3.3 showed us common values of α for specific
terrain characteristics.
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Table 3.2 Values of α
Friction Coefficient α

Terrain Characteristics

XijK=1, 0

Smooth hard ground, calm water

0.1

Tall grass on level ground

0.15

High crops, hedges and shrubs

0.2

Wooded countryside, many trees

0.25

Small town with trees and shrubs

0.3

Large city with tall buildings

0.4

1 mean exist a turbine and 0 not exist in the i row and j column position, with a k

value that corresponds to a turbine type.
Aij = Sweep rotor Area in m2
U= The wind speed downstream of the turbine in m/s
ZK= Wind turbine power rate in KW for a K turbine type.
Table 3.3 Example of the matrix of a turbine type K with the variables of interest
Turbine Type K
1
2
3
.
.
Kesim

Z Power Rate
(KW)

Sweep Area (m2)

L Hub height (m)

C Cost USD

Unit Cost= Turbine cost (Constant)
Constraints:
a ≤ ∑ Xij ≤ b, ∨ i,j where i={1,2,3…,}, j={1,2,3…m} and where a and b are the minimum and
maximum number of turbines
∑Xij1 ≤b1, ∑Xij1 ≤b2, ∑Xij1 ≤b3, ∑Xij1 ≤b4 where b1, b2, b3 and b4 are the maximum number of
turbines by type.
Xij =0, 1 ∨ i,j
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3.2.3 Algorithm for wind farm terrain selection
To find an optimal wind farm layout and solve wind turbine placement problems the next
sections described how applied the methodology.
In the turbine positioning problem, the available terrain can be subdivided into cells. To keep the
necessary distance between two adjacent turbines, the size of a cell is suitably chosen and every
turbine is installed only on the center of a cell. So, the available positions are finite, and has to
be found from a large set of terrain cells to provide the genetic algorithm a terrain with proper
characteristics.

3.2.3.1 New Heights Matrix concept and contributions
To apply the previous optimization equations is necessary introduce one variable that is called
potential position with height Yij that is a potential area that could be used to positioning a wind
turbine in a large terrain.

To understand the concept of variable Yij, refer to next Figure 3.4

that is a top view of the Franklin mountains at west of El Paso TX area. Let’s take a square
portion area of this figure and sub-divided in a square matrix, see figure 3.5, with all possible
WT positions with height of each position.
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Figure 3.4 Franklin mountains top view
Wind direction west to east

Figure 3.5 Matrix of a large set of heights
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It is consider that the wind direction goes from west to east, now it has to defined that not all
positions are suitable to be considered since could occurred the case that a high hill ahead blocks
the wind to the next position and therefore the wind turbine will not receive and optimal wind
speed and make the case costly unnecessary. Therefore to use the MOGA properly is necessary
to apply the next Algorithm where the input is large set of heights of a terrain matrix and the
output is a small subset of the original height matrix with the objective to have a suitable terrain
with no high hills that block the next wind turbine position. At the end by common sense it is
obtained a matrix subset where all the heights of columns are into a specific range with limits
incrementing from column to column as a cluster bins making the position heights incrementing
for less to more.

3.2.3.2 Description of the proposed algorithm
Assumptions
1. - Single wind direction (west to east)
2. - Matrix coordinates identification are the terrain reference coordinates, normally use in a XY
graph.
3. - Turbine can have different characteristics such as rotor area, hub height etc, and quantity is
variable not fixed, just a maximum value is give
4. – Large scale terrain characteristics are a terrain with mountains and from the beginning is
selected an area with a certain tendency from lower to higher hill in the direction of the wind.
5. – Downstream wake decay model 50 % rule, explained in detailed in methodology part
6 – No cut in and cut off wind speed will be considered for calculations.
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Algorithm
Step 0. Divide the terrain (Area) in sections of 5D X 5D, where D is the average of the diameters
of the rotors of the wind turbines available and plug in the average terrain height. This will
generate the rows and columns of matrix A where each entry is the height information for every
cell.
Following is the representation of Matrix A.
Position

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

. . .

m

1

Y11

Y12

Y13

Y14

Y15

Y16

Y17

. . .

Y1m

2

Y21

Y22

Y23

Y24

Y25

Y26

Y27

. . .

Y2m

3

Y31

Y32

Y33

Y34

Y35

Y36

Y37

. . .

Y3m

4

Y41

Y42

Y43

Y44

Y45

Y46

Y47

. . .

Y4m

5

Y51

Y52

Y53

Y54

Y55

Y56

Y57

. . .

Y5m

6

Y61

Y62

Y63

Y64

Y65

Y66

Y67

. . .

Y6m

7

Y71

Y72

Y73

Y74

Y75

Y76

Y77

. . .

Y7m

8

Y81

Y82

Y83

Y84

Y85

Y86

Y87

. . .

Y8m

9

Y91

Y92

Y93

Y94

Y95

Y96

Y97

. . .

Y9m

10

Y101

Y102

Y103

Y104

Y105

Y106

Y107

. . .

Y10m

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

n

Yi1

Yi2

Yi3

Yi4

Yi5

Yi6

Yi7

. . .

Yij

Step 1. Determine the minimum and maximum height value Ymin, Ymax of Matrix A.
Step 2. Obtain the increment of the limits by the next formula:

Step 3. To establish the limits of each column position of Matrix A, create a set of limits using
the next equation for all positions:
,

Lower and Upper Limits of Column 1:

,

Limits of remaining columns:
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Step 4. Once the limits are created for each column is necessary classified each Yij value as 1
or 0 in a new created Matrix B of size nxm. As follows:

If LLj<Yij<ULj then place a 1 in the matrix B in the ij position if not enter a 0.

Note: in case it is consider by the designer the ones founded in the Matrix B are not enough for
implement a feasible wind farm. It is require wide up the limits combining 2 consecutive
columns and using the limits as LLj and ULj+1 as new bins in pairs, if the total column is not
pair include the last column with the last pair of columns and use as limits LLj and ULj+2.
Step 5. Once created the matrix B of 1 and 0’s is necessary apply the Cluster Identification
Algorithm (CIA).
Cluster Identification Algorithm
Step 5. 0. Set iteration number k = 1.
Step 5.1. Select row i of incidence matrix [aij](k) and draw a horizontal
line hi through it ([aij](k) is read: matrix [aij] at iteration k ).
Step 5.2. For each entry of 1 crossed by the horizontal line hi draw a Vertical line vj.
Step 5.3. For each entry of 1 crossed-once by the vertical line vj draw a horizontal line hk.
Step 5.4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until there are no more crossed-once entries of 1 in [aij](k). All
crossed-twice entries 1 in [aij](k) form row cluster RC-k and column cluster CC-k .
Step 5.5. Transform the incidence matrix [aij](k) into [aij](k+1) by removing rows and columns
corresponding to the horizontal and vertical lines drawn in steps 1 through 4.
Step 5.6. If matrix [aij](k+1) = 0 (where 0 denotes a matrix with all empty elements ), stop;
otherwise set k = k + 1 and go to step 1.
Step 6. From the final decomposition result is necessary to pick the cluster matrix from all
created that is fulfill with ones if that is the case or go to the next selection criteria.
Cluster matrix selection criteria:
•

Search for the well form arrangements, not the non shaped arrangements.

•

Look the matrix that fitter the wind farm size or turbines available.
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•

If pretty similar cluster matrices, pick the one where the optimal wind turbine positions are

in the highest side
•

Select the terrain with higher population of optimal positions.

•

To test the hypothesis that the best cluster was selected it is recommended to finish the

algorithm with different matrix arrangements.

Step 7. The matrix pick from step 6 will be the Height Matrix input (subset of matrix A) used in
the Genetic algorithm methodology that will be called Matrix a.
Step 8. Use Matrix a and applied MOGA to get a set of non-dominated solutions with the local
optimal solutions.
Algorithm Example #1 from step 0 to 7
Step 0. Matrix A: Average terrain heights.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

67

77

204

135

162

136

202

130

2

91

139

237

192

65

200

69

231

3

71

249

106

69

37

96

72

100

4

101

51

179

120

100

74

120

99

5

238

78

144

89

83

245

155

171

6

244

239

146

232

56

246

244

195

7

44

85

174

216

123

89

91

135

Step 1. Ymin=37, Ymax= 249
Step 2.
Increment=(249-37)/8
Increment=26.5
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Step 3. Create a set of limits using the next equation for all positions:

Lower and upper Limits of Column 1:
LL1=37*1=37
UL1=37+26.5=63.5

Limits of remaining columns:

LL2=37+26.5*2=63.5
UL2=90+26.5=90
LL3=37+26.5*2=90
UL3=90+26.5=116.5
LL4=37+26.5*3=116.5
UL4=116.5+26.5=143
LL5=37+26.5*4=143
UL5=143+26.5=169.5
LL6=37+26.5*5=169.5
UL6=169.5+26.5=196
LL7=37+26.5*6=196
UL7=196+26.5=222.5
LL8=37+26.5*7=222.5
UL8=116.5+26.5=249
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Step 4. Matrix A: With columns limits. The highlighted values in red are the values felt into the
Bin that will be converted in ones.

1

2
63.5-90

3
90116.5

4
116.5143

5
143169.5

6
169.5196

7
196222.5

8
222.5249

limits--->

37-63.5

1

64

77

104

145

162

136

230

130

2

50

139

237

192

65

190

69

131

3

71

249

118

119

37

96

212

100

4

62

51

179

150

100

174

120

99

5

238

98

115

89

153

245

155

171

6

244

239

146

132

56

246

244

195

7

68

85

94

216

163

89

91

235

Matrix B: with ones and zeros. Note that the ones correspond to the previous highlighted values
on Matrix A.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

4

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

5

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

7

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1
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Step 5. Cluster identification Algorithm.
Step 5 0.
Incidence Matrix B
Layout columns

Layout rows

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

4

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

5

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

7

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

Step 5. 1& 5.2.
Matrix after Steps 5.1 & 5.2

1

2
1

3
1

4
0

5
1

6

7

8

0

0

0

1

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

4

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

5

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

7

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

v2

v3

v5
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h1

Step 5.3.
Matrix after Steps 3
1

2
1

3
1

4
0

5
1

6

7

0

0

8
0

1

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

4

1

0

0

0
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Step 5.5.
Resultant Matrix
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Step 6 Selected the Cluster matrix.
2

3

1

1

1

5

1

1

Step 7 Subset of Matrix A to be used in the Genetic Algorithm that is called Matrix a
2

3

1

50

190

5

62

174

Advantages of using CIA
Advantages of using the Cluster identification Algorithm:


Obtain a sub matrix terrain set making and arrangement from the original terrain.



Identified different position set that will be used in the GA method



Give us different wind farm arrays for wind turbines, square or rectangle.



In general reduce the losses due high peak or valleys



Work with terrain heights (columns) with increments from low to high, for a wind speed
the highest the greater.



The Matrix a that is the result of CIA is the input for The multi-objective Genetic
algorithm that will improved the optimal positions selection and will play with different
quantities
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3.2.4 Description of MOGA
Being a population-based approach, GA is well suited to solve multi-objective optimization
problems. A generic single-objective GA can be modified to find a set of multiple nondominated solutions in a single run. The ability of GA to simultaneously search different regions
of a solution space makes it possible to find a diverse set of solutions for difficult problems with
non-convex, discontinuous, and multi-modal solutions spaces. The crossover operator of GA
may exploit structures of good solutions with respect to different objectives to create new nondominated solutions in unexplored parts of the Pareto front. In addition, most multi-objective GA
does not require the user to prioritize, scale, or weigh objectives [19]. Although exist many
different modified Multi-objective GA, the more common difference is the way they differ based
on their fitness assignment procedure, elitism, or diversification approaches. In the present work
is used a Pareto Ranking approach, the first Fitness metric is called Distance-based f1 (i): It is
intended for maintaining population diversity. Se second Fitness metric is called Dominance
Count-based f2 (i): Select those individuals which are more dominating. The MOGA steps and
sequence procedure is presented in Figure 3.6 [18].

3.2.5 Application of GA to wind farms
The target of the evolution is to find the best wind farm configuration on a given terrain. For
simplicity we can consider as design variable only the position of a number of turbines of a given
type. Let us subdivide the available terrain into cells where a turbine could be installed. In this
manner a string representation of a wind farm can be easily found: 1 if in the relative cell a
turbine exists, 0 if it does not.
A wind farm configuration in a terrain divided into 10 cells will then be represented by a binary
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Start MOGA.
Generate Random
Population of
chromosomes (lay out
arrangement)

Evaluate Objective
values (Max
Efficiency, Max
Power and Min Cost)

Are they nondominated

No

Eliminate
dominated
Solutions

Yes
Calculate Fitness 1,
f1(i) for maintaining
population diversity
(Distance Based)

Check Pareto
dominance and
performed
Dominance Count

Calculate Fitness 2,
f2(i) for to promote
proximity (Dominance
Count-Based)
New Population
(Next
genertation)

Aggregate
Fitness Values
fa=f1(i) +f2(i)

Mutation

Crossover

Select the most elite
individuals given a
% of elitism

Rank
selection

Figure 3.6 MOGA steps [18]

number between A=0000000000 and B= 1111111111.
A mutation will switch one bit, while a crossover between two parents will perform the
following transformation:
Parent 1 = 0010110011
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Parent 2 = 1110001010
Child 1 = 0010001010
Child 2 = 1110110011
In the example, the crossover locations that are exchanged between the two parents to create the
children are from the fourth to the eighth bit. The "goodness" of each individual is defined by the
fitness function that will be maximized.
Starting from a given population the fitness of each individual of the population must be
evaluated through the wind farm model objective function and on the basis of the fitness value
the next generation must be constructed. The new population is obtained through crossover and
mutation among the fittest individuals and at random locations. Both operations will occur with a
certain probability 0.6<P<0.9 for a crossover and 0.01<Pro<0.1 for a mutation.
A crossover has a higher probability because it is mainly responsible for the "local evolution" of
the population while a mutation rarely occurs as it is responsible for the random introduction of
new characters into the population. If only crossovers are applied, the population will soon get
"sterilized" and probably converge to a local optimal, while if only mutations are applied, the
algorithm becomes a sort of random search [17].

3.2.5.1 Proposed MOGA for wind farm
Step 1: Start- Generate a random population of n chromosomes. Each chromosome represents a
layout (see Figure 3.7), e.g. Consider a Matrix a of 7x8, 7 rows and 8 columns.
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Figure 3.7 Random populations of n chromosomes (layouts)

Step 2: Objective function values evaluation. Evaluate efficiency, power, and cost.
Step 3: Pareto dominance evaluation. The initially created solutions are checked based on Pareto
dominance criterion.
Pareto dominance criterion. In minimization problem for all objectives, a solution X1
dominates a solution X2, if only if the two

following conditions are true:

X1 is not worse than X2 in all objectives,
fi (X1) ≤ fi(X2) ∨ i,
X1 is strictly better than X2 in at least one objective,
fi (X1) < fi(X2) for at least one i.
Then, a solution is said to be Pareto-optimal if it is not dominated by any other possible solution.
Step 4: Fitness evaluation- Evaluate the fitness functions of each chromosome x in the
population.
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Fitness metric 1- Distance-based f1 (i): It is intended for maintaining population diversity.
Fitness metric 2- Dominance Count-based f2 (i): Select those individuals which are more
dominating.
Aggregated Fitness metric –Fitness metric 1 + fitness metric 2,
fa (i) = f1 (i) + f2 (i)
Step 5: Selection. Every non-dominated individual is ranked in descending order based on the
aggregated fitness values.
Step 6: Elitism. Select most elite members with a given % of elitism to prevent lost of best
solutions. For this paper has been picked the 30 % meaning 0.3 of the non-dominated solutions.
Step 7: Crossover. With a pre-defined crossover probability, crossover the parents to form new
offspring, see Table 3.4. For the present work is given the 70 % of probability crossover.
Step 8: Mutation- With a pre-defined mutation probability, mutate new offspring at a random
position in the chromosome, see Table 3.4. For the present work is given the 10 % of probability
mutation.
Step 9: Replace. Use the new generated population for a further generation of the algorithm.

Table 3.4 Crossover and mutation

Crossover:

Parents

Children

0010110011

0010001011

1110001010

1110110010

1000111110

1010111100

Crossover Points
Mutation:
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Chapter 4

CASE STUDY AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The case study is presented in next section which is developed with using the proposed
methodology in chapter 3. The computational process is based on the flow chart of Figure 3.2
that is the proposed algorithm and used the equations and theory explained in the methodology
section.

4.1 Case study description
The purpose of the case study is to develop a set of wind farm layouts for a specific large scale
terrain with mountains that maximized the power in the wind that the wind farm is exposed to,
maximizing the efficiency of power in the wind that the wind farm is exposed to and minimizing
the total cost of the turbines installed; objective functions were described in equations 3.11 to
3.13. For this purpose, specific data is available as quantity of turbines by type and their
associated characteristics as sweep area, hub height and WT cost; this information is integrated
in a table similar to Table 3.3. Also, terrain height information and wind speed data is available,
which will be managed using equations 3.1 and 3.2.

4.2 Data for the case study
The size of the large scale mountainous terrain is 10 km by 12.5 km which is a hypothetical case.
The data of the turbines that are used for the wind farm is defined in Table 4.1. Additionally, a
sample from a large set of wind data at the terrain at 10 m height with measurements every hour
over a year is concentrated in Table 4.2. To integrate wind speed data to apply equation 3.1, the
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histogram of Figure 4.1 is created, with Table 4.3 representing the data in the histogram.
Table 4.1 Data of turbines available

Type

rotor
area m2

Hub height
m

Rotor
Radius (Rr)
m

cost
(millions
of dollars)

entertainment
constant

1

5300

80

41.2

6

1

2

6800

80

46.5

8

1

3

8000

80

50.5

9

1

4

11300

90

60

11

1

axial
induction
factor
0.4

rate power
KW

Quantity
Available

0.5

2300

15

2300

15

2300

15

3600

15

0.3
0.4

Table 4.2 Wind speed data over a year
Wind speed over a year m/s (Measurement every hour)
0-1000hrs

10012000hrs

20013000hrs

3001-4000
hrs

40015000hrs

50016000hrs

60017000hrs

3.146054459

6.13508043

3.89652887

7.66387826

9.190069754

2.0877536

2.969633

6.264275

8.140039

10.04698225

10.1242666

11.3076788

5.17765483

3.977761366

6.2926429

1.510445

9.66335

9.497034

6.547286545

4.28217246

6.43376506

3.30897041

6.164962166

5.9868474

5.566378

13.85884

13.57957

3.501819966

12.5710507

8.83701918

10.6733428

9.47384308

4.0976184

11.60811

6.476338

1.95439

7.119839428

3.64293849

15.8035561

8.11305345

5.838540178

7.5020815

5.584105

4.239603

4.563303

5.524092096

8.03851517

8.24448285

7.26923708

5.588017365

3.1769413

6.530694

5.82534

11.93458

9.147145293

10.5185752

12.6677072

17.0054717

0.511427114

3.846678

7.87364

3.863196

3.514748

7.925369808

7.62290289

8.9996612

3.04148059

7.543486507

4.457295

9.937633

4.004681

7.887847

8.327091198

10.9802408

5.9430967

14.2336948

5.921888551

6.0966338

4.55971

8.15379

10.18603

1.159093112

5.21521577

10.5350644

12.8031454

6.545185679

16.098504

6.914957

2.697385

8.996479

10.04891982
.

1.13854172
.

8.28025931
.

7.47779317
.

6.932380665
.

11.4169
.

9.442021
.

5.186641
.

9.473519
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3.70242247

9.88704703

2.45499779

7.70099575

1.807828974

3.2406701

2.729273

9.500522

11.1223

3.00975415

9.03178844

11.5890513

8.50983772

4.485670781

13.009888

1.601834

6.781476

15.1455

13.48440216

8.86079339

9.19751336

8.0615745

7.413680145

1.3815636

7.07343

3.283286

18.123
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700018000hrs

80018760hrs

Table 4.3 Simplified table of wind speed base on histogram bins
V m/s
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
total hours

Hrs/Yr
38
251
543
742
814
945
951
906
804
656
567
429
337
266
177
118
82
45
39
23
16
6
3
1
1
8760

Histogram of wind Speed
1000

Frequency in hours

800

600

400

200

0

0

4

8

12

wind Speed m/s

16

20

Figure 4.1 Histogram representation of wind speed over a year
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24

Wind speed data concentrated in table 4.3 is suitable to apply equation 3.1, omitting calculation
for simplicity V3= 682 m3/s.
4.3 Methodology to solve the case study
Now with the basic data available is necessary start the algorithm that is performed step by step.
Step 0. Table 4.1 showed the rotor radius then is easy calculating de average diameter Davg of all
the turbines.
Davg= 99.1 m, then is possible round it and leave it in 100 m in order simplified calculations.
To construct matrix A, it is necessary to divide terrain into a squared cell of 500 m due to the
square is recommended with 5D of separation along with the average height in each cell. Later,
based on a large scale terrain, a matrix A of size 20 x 25 which represents the terrain coordinate
of each cell with its associated height is acquired. Figure 4.2 showed Matrix A.

Figure 4.2 Matrix A representation, where the entries are the heights of terrain
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Step

Ymin=37 m, Ymax= 230 m

1.

Step 2.

Increment=(230-37)/25
Increment=7.72

Step 3. Next Figure 4.3 showed Matrix A, with a set of limits (Bins) lower limit and upper limit
then in yellow the cell that falls into the limits (Bin).

Figure 4.3 Matrix A with set of bins, highlighted in yellow the heights are into the bins

Figure 4.4 Matrix B with entries of ones and zeros, Ones are highlighted in red and yellow

Step 4 Matrix B: with entries ones and zeros (Figure 4.4)
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Figure 4.5 Matrix A representation, highlighted in yellow are the heights into the bin ranges, in
this case in a two column range

Figure 4.6 New Final Matrix B representation 1’s are highlighted in red and yellow

To represent a case of note in step 4 of the proposed algorithm, see next Matrix A (Figure 4.5)
where if the limits are specified by column and not enough quantity of ones where observed,
then was carried out the note from step 4 about the combination of limits of two consecutive
columns. Now, next is observed the matrix A, but classifying each entry based on limit of two
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consecutive bins. It is observed the limits of two consecutive columns were combined (Figure
4.5). Finally is obtained the matrix B representation (Figure 4.6). This new matrix B contains
135 1’s against 63 of the old B (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.7 Incidence matrix B

Figure 4.8 Cluster identification result
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Step 5 The Cluster identification algorithm (CIA) was performed with a software developed by
the department of Industrial, Manufacturing & Systems Engineering of the University of Texas
at El Paso, note that in order to use the software the 1’s are substitute by X’s. It will not affect
the result. Figure 4.7 represent the software input incidence matrix. And Figure 4.8 showed the
cluster identification result.

Figure 4.9 Cluster identification selected, matrix C

Position
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16
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2

55

68

82

116
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4

42

79

89
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169

5

58

73

73

111

153
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178

8

68

72

76

103

143

140

172

9

68

80

87

117

157

150

186

11

57

92

76

128

132

143

172

13

57

84

72

126

157

139

156

14

64

83

81

114

136

158

174
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64

92

80

113

130

136

165

Figure 4.10 Matrix a
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Step 6. Based on the list of rules, it is observed 3 well done form arrangements, and then is
necessary figure out the matrix that fitter the wind farm size or turbines available, this case
considers a wind farm of 1 to 60 turbines. It means the second cluster matrix could be a good
option. For this case is not necessary go further in decision rules and was took cluster # 2, see
next Figure 4.9. Finally as said in step 7 of the proposed algorithm, from matrix A will be
extracted a sub matrix of heights with the same position (row, column) as the cluster matrix
obtained in step 6.

Step 7. Figure 4.10 is the matrix a obtained in step 7. Matrix a is the input base for MOGA.

Step 8
Applied MOGA
Computational of MOGA has been developed using MATLAB coding.
Next table 4.4 is a Summary table changing conditions as elitism, populations size and quantity
of generations, it just an example that could be consider an alternative plan to test the
methodology and compare among ranges in order the Decision- Maker have the best set of
solutions range and easy could find the local optimal. The present work will focus in the cases 13
to 16 that are the cases with a wider range of turbines and higher population size and not of all of
them since computational time.
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Table 4.4 Alternative plan to test the methodology

To determine a proper number of generations, first was tried with different generation quantity to
analyze the graphs behavior and tendency of each objective along generations, graphing the
solutions with the highest aggregated fitness function. Figure 4.11 to 4.14.
To make the graph labels short is understood by power: the power in the wind that the
total of the turbines are exposed in the wind farm; by efficiency: the efficiency of the power in
the wind that the wind farm is exposed and is affected for the aerodynamic losses and by cost:
cost of turbines installed.
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Figure 4.11 3D scatter plot view of efficiency vs. power vs. cost

Figure 4.12 2D view of power along generations
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Figure 4.13 2D view of efficiency along generations

Figure 4.14 2D view of efficiency along generations

According to Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.14, one could observe that the objective values with the
highest aggregated fitness are originally fluctuated before the 140 generation and become
stabilized after the 140 generation. Consequently, it indicates that the Pareto set of each
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generation is started to converge to the “true” Pareto set after the 140 generation.
Next are computational results of every case from case 13 to 16 showing the Pareto set and
Pareto front which are the corresponding objective function values, in order the decision-maker
can have a set of solutions. A reasonable solution to a multi-objective problem is to investigate a
set of solutions, each of which satisfies the objectives at an acceptable level without being
dominated by any other solution. A solution is said to be Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by
any other solution in the solution space.

Figure 4.15 presented the Pareto front of case # 13 at 30 generations. It is observed diversity of
the non-dominated solutions, spread along the solution space into the optimization variables
ranges.

Figure 4.15 3D view of Pareto front at 30 generations

Figure 4.16, cost vs. efficiency at 30 generations, showed that while cost increased due a higher
quantity of turbines the efficiency decreased due the aerodynamic losses caused by the turbines.
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Figure 4.16 Pareto front 2D view, cost (millions USD) vs. efficiency, 30 generations

Figure 4.17 Pareto front 2D view, cost (millions USD) vs. power (Kw) at 30 generations

Figure 4.17, cost vs. power at 30 generations, showed that while power increased due a higher
quantity of turbines the cost also increased.
Figure 4.18, efficiency vs. power at 30 generations, showed that while power increased due a
higher quantity of turbines the efficiency decreased.
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Figure 4.18 Pareto front 2D view, efficiency vs. power (Kw) at 30 generations

Figure 4.19 Pareto front 3D view at 50 generations

Figure 4.19 presented the Pareto front of case # 14 at 50 generations. It is observed diversity of
the non-dominated solutions and even more compared with 30 generations that are spread along
the solution space into the optimization variables ranges
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Figure 4.20 Pareto front 2D view, cost (millions USD) vs. power at 50 generations

Figure 4.21 Pareto front 2D view cost (millions USD) vs. efficiency at 50 generations

Figure 4.20, cost vs. power at 50 generations, showed that while cost increased due a higher
quantity of turbines the power also increased. It is observed a point close 2.25 X106 Kw and 195
MM, while with 30 generation the higher power was close 2.22 X 106 Kw for the same 195 MM.
Figure 4.21 – Pareto front view of cost vs. efficiency in 50 generations shows that “cost”
increases due to a higher quantity of turbines while “efficiency” decreases due to the
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aerodynamic losses caused by the turbines. Basically, relationship between efficiency and cost is
counter-proportional.

Figure 4.22 Pareto front 2D view efficiency vs. power (Kw) at 50 generations

Figure 4.23 Pareto front 3D view at 100 generations
Figure 4.22, efficiency vs. power at 50 generations, showed that while power increased due a
higher quantity of turbines the efficiency decreased. It is observed points with power close of
2.25 X 106 Kw with an efficiency close 0.7, while at 30 generations 2.2X106 Kw for the same
efficiency.
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Figure 4.24 Pareto front 2D view, cost (millions USD) vs. efficiency at 100 generations

Figure 4.25 Pareto front 2D view, cost (millions USD) vs. power (Kw) at 100 generations

Figure 4.23 presented the Pareto front of case # 15 at 100 generations. It is observed diversity of
the non-dominated solutions that are spread along the solution space into the optimization
variables ranges.
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Figure 4.24, cost vs. efficiency at 100 generations, showed that while efficiency increased the
cost decreased. Is also observed points in the middle region concentrate some of the nondominated solutions.

Figure 4.26 Pareto front 2D view, efficiency vs. power (Kw) at 100 generations

Figure 4.25, cost vs. power at 100 generations, showed that while power increased due a higher
quantity of turbines the cost also increased. In this graph it is observed a point close 2.2 X10 6
Kw with the cost close 170 MM when the previous generations that power was close 180 MM.

Figure 4.26, efficiency vs. power at 100 generations, showed that the non-nominated solutions
concentrate between 2.05 X 106 and 2.1 X 106 Kw.

The Figure 4.27 is a Pareto set with objective values table at 150 generations.
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Figure 4.27 Pareto set with objective values at 150 generations

.
Figure 4.28 Position matrix C1 and type matrix at 150 generations

The Figure 4.28 is a the representations of the position matrix with 1’s (C1) and it associated
type matrix that represent the position and the WT Type, from 100 to the 150 generation.
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Figure 4.29 Pareto front 2D view, cost (millions USD) vs. efficiency at 200 generations

Figure 4.30 Pareto front 2D view, Cost (millions USD) vs. Power (Kw), 200 generations

Figure 4.29 presented the Pareto front cost vs. efficiency of case # 16 at 200 generations. It is
observed diversity of the non-dominated solutions that are spread along the solution space into
the optimization variables ranges similar the previous generations. It is observed the same
tendency that previous generations, while efficiency increased the cost decreased.
Figure 4.30, cost vs. power at 200 generations, showed that while power increased due a higher
quantity of turbines the cost also increased. In this graph it is observed a point close 2.2 X10 6
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Kw with the cost close 155 MM when the previous generations that power was close 170 to 180
MM.

Figure 4.31 Pareto front 2D view, efficiency vs. power (Kw) at 200 generations

Figure 4.32 Objective values at 200 generations
Figure 4.31, efficiency vs. power at 200 generations, showed that the non-nominated solutions
improved relative the previous generations mainly in the regions close 2.2 X106 Kw and 0.84 of
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efficiency
Figure 4.32 is a Pareto set with objective values at 200 generations

Figure 4.33 Position matrix C1 and type matrix between 150 and the 200 generation

Figure 4.34 Position matrix C1 and type matrix after 200 generations

Figure 4.34 is the representations of the position matrix with 1’s (C1) and its associated type
matrix that represent the position and the WT Type after 200 generations.
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Figure 4.33 is the representation of the position matrix with 1’s (C1) and it associated type
matrix, that represent the position and it type, between 150 and the 200 generation.
Objective values with maximum fitness along generations can be observed in Figure 4.36 to
4.38.

Figure 4.35 showed the fitness value along generations and is observed its variation between the
6 and 10 that is the maximum fitness value.

Figure 4.35 Fitness along generations

Figure 4.36 illustrates that there are significant discrepancies among generations. However, it is
also indicated that the upward tendency can be observed. In other words, the efficiency is toward
to the maximization direction.
Figure 4.37 showed the power value along generations and is observed its variation among
generations but with an increased trend observing the higher values. A valley is observed close
generation 120, but is because the cost is tried to be minimized.
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Figure 4.36 Efficiency along generations

Figure 4.37 Power along generations

Figure 4.38 showed the cost value along generations and is observed its variation among
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generations but with a decreased trend of values.

Figure 4.38 cost along generations

Figure 4.39 Pareto front 3D view, efficiency vs. power vs. cost of all generations together

Pareto front along generations can be observed in Figures 4.39 to 4.42.
Figure 4.39 showed a 3D view of the Pareto front of all generations, according the color code is
observed a good diversity distance base, and the proximity tendency of every generation to the
true Pareto.
Figure 4.40 showed a 2D view of the Pareto front power vs. efficiency of all generations,
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according the color code is observed a good diversity distance base and the proximity tendency
of every generation to the true Pareto with a clear tendency of maximized power and efficiency.

Figure 4.40 Pareto front 2D view, power (Kw) vs. efficiency of all generations together

Figure 4.41 Pareto front 2D view, cost (millions USD) vs. power (Kw) of all generations

Figure 4.41 showed a 2D view of the Pareto front cost vs. power of all generations, according the
color code is observed a good diversity distance base and the proximity tendency of every
generation to the true Pareto with a clear tendency of maximized power and minimized cost.
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Figure 4.42 Pareto front 2D view, efficiency vs. power (Kw) of all generations

Figure 4.43 Pareto front 2D view, efficiency vs. power (Kw) of all generations
Figure 4.42 showed a 2D view of the Pareto front efficiency vs. power of all generations,
according the color code is observed a good diversity distance base and the proximity tendency
of every generation to the true Pareto with a clear tendency of maximized power and maximized
efficiency.
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Through observing the Pareto front 2D and 3D graphs along with different generations and the
graphs with maximum fitness in the computational part (i.e., Figure 4.15 to 4.42), it appears that
the tendencies of the objective values are improving along with the generations. Therefore, the
Pareto set is closer to a “real” Pareto front in every generation. Moreover, the graph (Figure
4.43) of Pareto front 2D view shows the tendency along with generations in the power and
efficiency categories. All in all, the remaining graphs illustrate the tendency to maximize power
and efficiency and minimize cost which is the primary objective of the proposed methodology. It
validates the goal that the better and quality solutions are acquired through each generation.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This chapter discusses the conclusions drawn from the study and also shows the direction for the
future work.

5.1 Conclusions


Most of the real-world wind farm design layout and the real terrain cases are not exactly
as 2 dimensional as a wind farm installed off-shore and on flat terrain on-shore. In this
study was developed and presented and approach for 3 dimensional terrain cases and it
application through a cases study with the help of Cluster Identification Algorithm (CIA).



Some cases demand dealing with simultaneously optimizing multi-objective problems, so
the present work developed a methodology that integrated Multi- Objective Genetic
Algorithm (MOGA) in order to solve the problem of determined the optimal position of
wind turbines on a non-flat terrain (mountainous area) and at the same time maximize
wind power that the wind farm is exposed to, efficiency of wind power and minimized
cost.



The function of CIA is to determined a cluster (sub-set) of suitable possible positions
from a large-scale mountainous region that follows a path of heights from lower to higher
according to the direction of the wind with the help of a previous classification of height
using limit bins, and finally came out with a subset of position (cells) Matrix a.



MOGA uses Matrix a as terrain input and developed a set of non-dominated solutions
for a wind turbines’ positioning that search for maximized power, maximized efficiency
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and minimized cost dealing with variables and complicated factors such different WT
type, different WT quantity, Weibull wind data and the downstream wake decay model of
aerodynamic losses including the new rotor 50% rule. The increased variables necessarily
increased the computational effort.


The methodology was applied step by step for a case study, with the purpose of showing
its application with a well objective values tendency and the Pareto front along
generation closer the real Pareto.

5.2 Future work
This work could be directed towards several other studies such as:
1. Part of the future word could be to create a sensitivity analysis for different case studies
by varying the inputs and defining their relationship with the outputs;
2. Different problems of wind farm sizes could be conducted by considering wind farm's
complexities as well as other options, such as variable bounds, estimation of objective
function values, exact calculation that can be applied in different regions.
3. Inclusion of optimization techniques other than MOGA could also be interesting future
works.
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APPENDIX I
VERTICAL AXIS WIND TURBINE COMPONENTS
Rotor:
The blades and the hub together are called the rotor.
Blades:
It’s what the wind moves when it blows over them. Most turbines have two or three blades.
Pitch:
In order to control the speed of the rotor when winds are too high or low the blades must be
pitched in a certain angle.
Wind direction:
This is an "upwind" turbine, since it operates facing into the wind; other turbines are designed to
work "downwind," facing away from the wind.
Nacelle:
The nacelle sits atop the tower and contains the generator along with other parts to keep them
safe from the weather. Some nacelles are large enough for a helicopter to land on.
Brake:
In cases of emergencies were the rotor must be stopped the wind turbines have a disc brake
which can be applied mechanically, electrically, or hydraulically.
Low-speed shaft:
The rotor turns the low-speed shaft at about 30 to 60 RPM’s.
Gear box:
In this part of the wind turbine two gears connect the low speed shaft to the high speed shaft,
whit this, the RPM’s are triplicate (that the low speed shaft turns about 30 to 60 RPM’s ,the high
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speed shaft turns about 1000 to 1800) in order to get the rotational speed required by the
generator.
Generator:
An electric generator is a device that converts mechanical energy to electrical energy. A
generator forces electric charge (usually carried by electrons) to flow through an external
electrical circuit.
High-speed shaft:
Is the part that is responsible of moving the generator.
Controller:
Is the part of the wind turbine that starts it up at wind speeds of about 8 to 16 mph and shuts it
off the machine at about 55 mph since the turbine may be damaged when operating at high speed
winds.
Anemometer:
As a part of the controller system it is connected directly to it and measures the wind speed.
Wind vane:
It measures the direction of the wind and transmits the information to the yaw drive in order to
adjust the turbine accurately with respect to the wind.
Tower:
It is the main structure of a wind turbine, which is fabricated from tubular steel, concrete, or steel
lattice.
Yaw drive:
Being this an upwind turbine the wind must blow directly in front of the rotor so the yaw drive
with the information of the wind vane keep the rotor facing the wind as it changes its direction
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Yaw motor:
It supplies the energy for the yaw drive.
In the Figures A and B it could observe a Horizontal Axis wind turbine and Vertical Axis wind
turbine.

Figure B. VAWT [20]

Figure A. HAWT [20]
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APPENDIX II
WIND FARM TYPES
On-shore wind farms
In this scenario the wind turbines are located in mountainous areas that are around three
kilometers from the nearest shore; all this to abuse the “topographic acceleration” as the wind
quickens over the hill.
In this layout, the wind turbines obtain additional wind speeds, meaning that the amount of
energy produced increases; never the less, studies need to be perform in the area regarding to
local wind by analyzing the vegetation in the zone or historical data, since in this particular kind
of layout a difference of 30 cm. might duplicate the output [20 ]. (See Figure C)
Near-shore wind farms
This layout consists on installing wind turbines within ten Km. of land when in water and/or 3
Km. of a shoreline when in land. Near-shore layouts are considered a good spot to mount wind
turbines since the convection that occurs each day because of the differential heating of land and
sea [20]. (See Figure D)
Offshore wind farms
Offshore wind farms can be located 10 Km. or more from the coast, one of their main advantage
is that in this layout the wind turbines do not interfere with the landscape and the noise is
reduced as the distance from the shore increases. The advantages of this layout are that the wind
speed is high on the open sea due the fact that water has less surface roughness than land. On the
other hand it is more expensive to build a off-shore wind farm since the towers need to be taller
than the ones on land if you include the portion of the tower that is submerged, the foundations
are more expensive since they have to withstand the currents, the transmission lines cost more
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since the length is increased, and finally, the repair is even more costly and more frequent
because of corrosion. This kind of wind farm will continue growing since the energy production
overcomes the installation costs [20]. (See Figure E)
Airborne wind farms
New prototypes are being generated like the airborne wind farms on which winds generated by
the uneven heating of the atmosphere and the roughness/uneven terrain of earth surface play an
important role. These prototypes are still on the development stage and will be available in future
years [20]. (See Figure F).

Figure D . Near-wind farms [20]
Figure C. On-shore Wind Farms [20]

Figure F. Airborne Wind Farms [20]

Figure E. Off-shore Wind Farms [20]
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APPENDIX III
WAKE DECAY MODEL
A wake model is used for simplification of the wind field calculations. This wake analysis is
based on the assumption that momentum is conserved inside the wake. In the analysis of a single
wake, the near field behind the wind turbine is neglected making it possible to model the
resulting wake as a turbulent wake or a negative jet. At the turbine, the wake has a radius equal
to the turbine radius, rr. As the wake propagates downstream, the radius of the wake, r1,
increases linearly, proportional to the downstream distance, x, as shown in Figure I. [21].

Figure I. Wake decay model Sketch

A set of formulas can be used to model a wind farm. Different calculations are used to find out
the values for the wind speed downstream, the downstream rotor radius; turbine thrust
coefficient, entrainment constant, velocity downstream, and the cost function. The following
formula describes the wind speed downstream of the turbine:
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Where:
u = wind speed downstream from the turbine
u0 = initial wind speed
α = entertainment constant
a =axial induction
r1 =downstream rotor radius
x = distance downstream the turbine

The downstream radius, r1, is related to the rotor radius, rr, by the following formula:

Where:

r1 = is the downstream rotor radius
rr = rotor radius
a =axial induction factor
The turbine thrust coefficient, CT, is related to the axial induction factor in the following
relation:
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The entrainment constant, a, is empirically given as:

Where:
α = entertainment constant
Z = hub height
Z0= surface roughness
In the instance of a wind turbine encountering multiple wakes, the kinetic energy of the mixed
wake can be assumed to be equal to the sum of the kinetic energy deficits. This results in the
following expression for the velocity downstream of N turbines:

Then we get the next equation
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APPENDIX IV
MATLAB CODE FOR MOGA

% double direction
function
[R,C,G,P]=windfarm3d(nt,tc,n,m,A,X)
start=input('enter the initial quatity of
turbines:');
ending=input('enter the final quatity of
turbines:');
iterations=input('enter the number of
evaluations (number of lay out for each
nt) you want to perfomed :');
generation_number=input('enter the
number of generations you want to
perfomed :');
range=iterations
K1_total=input('enter the maximum
quantity of turbines Type 1:');
K2_total=input('enter the maximum
quantity of turbines Type 2:');
K3_total=input('enter the maximum
quantity of turbines Type 3:');
K4_total=input('enter the maximum
quantity of turbines Type 4:');
n=input('enter the number of rows in
units of 5 diameter of rotor:');
m=input('enter the number of columns in
units of 5 diamenter of rotor:');
elitism=input('enter the ELITISM YOU
WANT SENT TO NEW
POPULATION:');
probabilityXover=input('enter the
Percentage of crommosomes of non
nomintated solutions for create the Cross
over solutions (Suggested 70%):')
% creates and Array to enter the
efficiency
objectiveMatrix=zeros (range*(endingstart+1),5);%paraobtener los
nondominated values
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%fitnessarray=zeros (1,range*(endingstart+1));
populationlayout=zeros (range*(endingstart+1),n*m);
populationtypelayout=zeros
(range*(ending-start+1),n*m);
fitness_graph=zeros
(5,generation_number);
V3avg=682; % power average only to
get and stimations
Pavg=0.5*1.125*V3avg;
counter=1;
for nt=start:ending;
for K2=1:range;
randturbine=nt; %ceil(rand(1)*nt);
V = [ones(1,randturbine) zeros(1,n*mrandturbine)];%%%%%%%cambiopara
generat random number
P1 = V(randperm(n*m));
populationlayout (counter,1:m*n)
=P1(1,:);

C1=zeros (n,m);
p=0;
for K3=1:n;
C1(K3,1:m)=P1(1,p*m+1:K3*m);
p=p+1;
end
%typematriz
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
type1=0;
type2=0;
type3=0;
type4=0;
typematrix=zeros (n,m);
for i=1:n;
for j=1:m;
if C1(i,j)==1;
Ciclo20=0;
while Ciclo20==0;
randomtype=randi([1, 4]);
%randomtype=ceil(rand(1,4))
if randomtype==1;
if type1<K1_total;
type1=type1+1;
typematrix (i,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==2;
if type2<K2_total;
type2=type2+1;
typematrix (i,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==3;
if type3<K3_total;
type3=type3+1;
typematrix (i,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==4;
if type4<K4_total;
type4=type4+1;
typematrix (i,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
end
end
end
end
for i=0:n-1;
populationtypelayout
(counter,i*m+1:m*(i+1)) =typematrix
(i+1,:);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%theorical
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%power
load HeightMatrix.mat
load turbinedatamatrix.mat
H=10;
alpha=0.4; % large city with tall
buildings
Pmatrix=zeros (n*m,1);
row=1;% is necessary to store the Pij
values
for i=1:n;
for j=1:m;
k=typematrix(i,j);% Turbine type
matriz that obteina from a matrix same
random as the lay out configuration
create Rando from previus 2D work
if k>0;
Y=HeightMatrix(i,j);% terrain cell
height
L=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);% Hub
heigth that depend the turbine type
X=C1(i,j);% 1 or 0 depend the lay out
configuration create Rando from previus
2D work, the layout matrix is C1
A=turbinedatamatrix(k,2);% Rotor
Area that depend the turbine type
Altura_total=Y+L
Correlacion_de_altura=(Altura_total/H)^
(1.2)

P=Pavg*Correlacion_de_altura*X*A/10
00; % Power (Pij) by a turbine in the ij
position in kilowatts
%U1= (((Y+L)/H)^(alpha))*10; %V0
= 10
%P=0.5*1.125*U1^3*X*A/1000*1.7;
Pmatrix(row,1)=P; % is necessary to
store the Pij values
row=row+1;
end
end
end
Ptotal_theorical=sum (Pmatrix);
%end
%end
%C1
%typematrix
%Pmatrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%Calculation
with losses
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
%VelocityMatriz=zeros (n,m);
PowerMatriz=zeros (n,m);
rotoraverage=100;

Vo=8.80;
turbina=0;
for i=1:n;
for j=1:m;
if turbina==0;
X=C1(i,j);%layout matrix
if X==1;

end
if Y1_con_turbina < Y0_con_turbina;
if r1 >= (Y0_con_turbina Y1_con_turbina);
U=Uo*(1(2*axialinduction)/(1+entertainmentcons
tant*(x/r1))^2);% the axial induction is
called a , probabiy i need Ct to calculate
end
end

Y=HeightMatrix(i,j);
k=typematrix(i,j)
A=turbinedatamatrix(k,2);
L=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
X50=i
Y50=j
Uo= (((Y+L)/H)^(alpha))*Vo;
U=Uo;
Power=0.5*1.125*U^3*X*A/1000;
PowerMatriz (i,j)=Power;
turbina=turbina+1;
column=j;
end
end

if turbina>0;
X=C1(i,j);
if X==1;
k=typematrix(X50,Y50);
Rr=turbinedatamatrix(k,4);
entertainmentconstant=turbinedatamatri
x(k,6);
axialinduction=turbinedatamatrix(k,7);
L0=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
Y0=HeightMatrix(X50, Y50);
Y1=HeightMatrix(i, j);
Y=HeightMatrix(i, j);
k=typematrix(i,j);
L=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
L1=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
Y0_con_turbina=Y0+L0;
Y1_con_turbina=Y1+L1;
pos= HeightMatrix(n+1,j);
x=( pos -column)*5*rotoraverage;
r1=entertainmentconstant*x+Rr;
U= (((Y+L)/H)^(alpha))*Vo;
if Y1_con_turbina > Y0_con_turbina;
if r1 >= (Y1_con_turbina Y0_con_turbina);
U=Uo*(1(2*axialinduction)/(1+entertainmentcons
tant*(x/r1))^2);% the axial induction is
called a , probabiy i need Ct to calculate
end

A=turbinedatamatrix(k,2);
Power=0.5*1.125*U^3*X*A/1000;
PowerMatriz (i,j)=Power;
X50=i;
Y50=j;
Column=j;
Uo=U;
X50=i;
Y50=j;
end
end

if j==m;
turbina=0;
end
end
end

cost=turbinedatamatrix(k,5);
costmatrix(row,1)=cost; % is necessary
to store thecostij values
row=row+1;
end
end
end
total_cost=sum (costmatrix);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%store the
results%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
objectiveMatrix (counter,1)=efficiency;
objectiveMatrix (counter,2)=output;
objectiveMatrix (counter,3)=total_cost;
counter=counter+1;
end % comes from the maiin cicle
end % comes from the maiin cicle
objectiveMatrix;

%% PARETO SET
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
X3=objectiveMatrix;
for K35=1:range*(ending-start+1)
X3(K35,5)=1;
end
X3
%stop=input('stop para ver objective
matrix');
for K30=1:range*(ending-start+1);
for K31=1:range*(ending-start+1);
Xprima=zeros(1,6);

PowerMatriz;
C1;
typematrix;
Ptotal_with_downstream_percolumn=su
m (PowerMatriz);
Ptotal_with_downstream=sum
(Ptotal_with_downstream_percolumn);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%Maximize
efficiency%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
efficiency=(Ptotal_with_downstream)/(P
total_theorical)*-1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%Maximize
Power%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
output=Ptotal_with_downstream*-1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%% Cost
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
costmatrix=zeros (n*m,1);
row=1;
for i=1:n;
for j=1:m;
k=typematrix(i,j);
if k>0;
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if X3(K31,1)<=X3(K30,1);
Xprima(1,1)=1;
end
if X3(K31,2)<=X3(K30,2);
Xprima(1,2)=1;
end
if X3(K31,3)<=X3(K30,3);
Xprima(1,3)=1;
end
if X3(K31,1)<X3(K30,1);
Xprima(1,4)=1;
end
if X3(K31,2)<X3(K30,2);
Xprima(1,5)=1;
end
if X3(K31,3)<X3(K30,3);
Xprima(1,6)=1;
end
if
Xprima(1,1)+Xprima(1,2)+Xprima(1,3)
==3;
if
Xprima(1,4)+Xprima(1,5)+Xprima(1,6)
>=1;
X3(K30,5)=0; %means that some K31
dominated K30
end
end
end

end
objectiveMatrix (:,5) =X3(:,5) ;
objectiveMatrix
%stop=input('stop para ver non
dominated');
%% COUNTER
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
X2=objectiveMatrix;
for K30=1:range*(ending-start+1);
Counter20=0;
for K31=1:range*(ending-start+1);
Xprima=zeros(1,6);
if X2(K30,1)<=X2(K31,1);
Xprima(1,1)=1;
end
if X2(K30,2)<=X2(K31,2);
Xprima(1,2)=1;
end
if X2(K30,3)<=X2(K31,3);
Xprima(1,3)=1;
end
if X2(K30,1)<X2(K31,1);
Xprima(1,4)=1;
end
if X2(K30,2)<X2(K31,2);
Xprima(1,5)=1;
end
if X2(K30,3)<X2(K31,3);
Xprima(1,6)=1;
end
if
Xprima(1,1)+Xprima(1,2)+Xprima(1,3)
==3;
if
Xprima(1,4)+Xprima(1,5)+Xprima(1,6)
>=1;
Counter20= Counter20+1;
end
X2(K30,4)= Counter20; %means that
some K31 dominated K30
end
end
end
objectiveMatrix (:,4) =X2(:,4) ;
objectiveMatrix

%% fITNESS 1 PART 1
Renglones=(range*(ending-start+1))
C12=sum (objectiveMatrix(:,5));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%cambio
C12;
Q=zeros (C12,n*m); %CREATE SUB
POPULATION MATRIX WITH NON
DOMINATED

Q100=zeros (C12,n*m); %CREATE
SUB TYPEPOPULATION MATRIX
WITH NON DOMINATED
Q1=zeros (C12,5); %CREATE THE
SUB OBJECTIVE MATRIX
counter3=1;
for K15=1:range*(endingstart+1);%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%cambio%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
if objectiveMatrix(K15,5)==1;
%==1;%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%
Q(counter3,:)=populationlayout(K15,:);
Q100(counter3,:)=populationtypelayout(
K15,:);
Q1(counter3,:)=objectiveMatrix(K15,:);
counter3=counter3+1;
end
end
Q2=zeros(C12,3); % IS THE
NORMALIZED OBJECTIVE VALUES
Q6= Q1
Q6(:,1)=Q6(:,1)*-1
Q6(:,2)=Q6(:,2)*-1
for K16=1:C12;
Q2(K16,1)= (Q6(K16,1)min(Q6(:,1)))/(max(Q6(:,1))min(Q6(:,1)));
Q2(K16,2)= (Q6(K16,2)min(Q6(:,2)))/(max(Q6(:,2))min(Q6(:,2)));
Q2(K16,3)= (Q6(K16,3)min(Q6(:,3)))/(max(Q6(:,3))min(Q6(:,3)));
end
Q2(:,1);
Q2(:,2);
Q2(:,3);
Q1(:,4);
%% fITNESS 1 PART 2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fitnessMatrix=zeros (C12+2,C12);
for K17=1:C12;
for K18=1:C12;
Q3=Q2(K17,1:3)-Q2(K18,1:3);
S1=sum (Q3.*Q3);
S2= sqrt(S1);
fitnessMatrix(K18,K17)=S2;
fitnessMatrix(K17,K18)=S2;
end
end
for H19=1:C12
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H19)=sum(fitness
Matrix(1:C12,H19));
end
%evaluacion de fitness con valures de
part1
C12;
min2= min(fitnessMatrix(C12+1,:));
max2= max(fitnessMatrix(C12+1,:));
range2=max2-min2;
segment= range2/5;
for H20=1:C12;
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=min2;
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if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=1;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+seg
ment);
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+2*segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=2;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+2*s
egment);
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+3*segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=3;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+3*s
egment);
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+4*segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=4;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+4*s
egment);
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<=(min2+5*s
egment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=5;
end
end
end
fitnessMatrix;
fitness_value_f1_row=fitnessMatrix(C1
2+2,:);

%% fITNESS 2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fitness_values_total=zeros(3,C12);
fitness_values_total
(1,:)=fitness_value_f1_row;
objectiveMatrix2= Q1';
min3= min(objectiveMatrix2(4,:));
max3= max(objectiveMatrix2(4,:));
range3=max3-min3;
segment= range3/5;
for H20=1:C12;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=min3;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<
min3+segment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=1;
end
end
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=min3+segme
nt;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<
min3+2*segment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=2;

end
end
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=
min3+2*segment;
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<min3+3*segm
ent;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=3;
end
end
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=min3+3*seg
ment;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<
min3+4*segment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=4;
end
end
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=
min3+4*segment;
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<=min3+5*seg
ment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=5;
end
end
end
for H21=1:C12
fitness_values_total
(3,H21)=fitness_values_total
(1,H21)+fitness_values_total (2,H21);
end
fitness_values_total (1,:);
fitness_values_total (2,:);
fitness_values_total (3,:);
totalf1f2=zeros (1,C12);
totalf1f2 (1,:)=fitness_values_total (3,:);
columnf1f2=totalf1f2';% AGREGATED
FITNESS VALUE
%% SORTED DESCENDING
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
columnf1f2
C12;
Q;
Q100;
newpopulation=zeros (range*(endingstart+1),n*m);
newpopulationtype=zeros
(range*(ending-start+1),n*m);
popsize=range*(ending-start+1);
[sorted,numpop]=sort(columnf1f2,'desce
nd');
newpopulation (1:ceil(C12*elitism),:)=
Q(numpop(1:ceil(C12*elitism)),:);
VARIABLE1= ceil(C12*elitism);
newpopulationtype
(1:ceil(C12*elitism),:)=
Q100(numpop(1:ceil(C12*elitism)),:);
sorted; %works good
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
XOVER
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Qnew= Q(numpop(1:C12),:);
Qnew100= Q100(numpop(1:C12),:);
%%code for populationtype matrix

factor=ceil(range*(ending-start+1)/C12);
Qxover=zeros((C12*2-2),n*m)
C12*2-2
C12
size(Qxover,1)
stop=input('values of C12 y el :');
VARIABLE2= ceil((C12*22)*probabilityXover);
VARIABLE3= VARIABLE1 +
VARIABLE2;
Qxover100=zeros ((C12*2-2),n*m);
%%code for populationtype matrix
position=1;
position2=2;
for K23=1:C12-1;
K24=K23+1;
random1=ceil(rand(1)*m*n);
Xoverparent1A= Qnew(K23,1:random1)
Xoverparent1B=
Qnew(K23,random1+1:n*m)
Xoverparent2A= Qnew(K24,1:random1)
Xoverparent2B=
Qnew(K24,random1+1:n*m)
stop=input('cromosoems Xover');
Xoverparent1A100=
Qnew100(K23,1:random1); %%code for
populationtype matrix
Xoverparent1B100=
Qnew100(K23,random1+1:n*m);
%%code for populationtype matrix
Xoverparent2A100=
Qnew100(K24,1:random1); %%code for
populationtype matrix
Xoverparent2B100=
Qnew100(K24,random1+1:n*m);
%%code for populationtype matrix
Qxover(position,1:random1)=Xoverpare
nt1A;
Qxover(position,random1+1:n*m)=Xov
erparent2B;
Qxover(position2,1:random1)=Xoverpar
ent2A;
Qxover(position2,random1+1:n*m)=Xo
verparent1B;
Qxover100(position,1:random1)=Xover
parent1A100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
Qxover100(position,random1+1:n*m)=
Xoverparent2B100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
Qxover100(position2,1:random1)=Xove
rparent2A100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
Qxover100(position2,random1+1:n*m)=
Xoverparent1B100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
position=position+2;
position2=position2+2;
Qxover
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size(Qxover,1)
stop=input('xover');
end
%% MUTATION
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Qxover;
Qxover100;
random_mutation_horizontal=rand(1,
(C12*2-2));
random_mutation_vertical=random_mut
ation_horizontal';
size(random_mutation_vertical,1)
Qxover
size(Qxover,1)
stop=input('values of C12 y el :');
for K25=1:size (Qxover,1);
if random_mutation_vertical
(K25,1)<=0.10;
random=ceil(rand(1)*m*n);
bit = Qxover (K25,random);
if bit == 0;
Qxover (K25,random)=1;
Qxover100(K25,random)=randi([1,
4]);%%code for populationtype matrix
end
if bit == 1;
Qxover (K25,random)=0;
Qxover100(K25,random)=0;%%code
for populationtype matrix
end
end
end
Qxovermutation = Qxover;
Qxovermutation100 = Qxover100;
contador100=1
K30=VARIABLE1+1;
for K26=K30:VARIABLE3;
newpopulation
(K26,:)=Qxovermutation(contador100,:)
;
newpopulationtype
(K26,:)=Qxovermutation100(contador10
0,:);
contador100=contador100+1
end
for K26= VARIABLE3+1:
range*(ending-start+1);
%out=ceil(start +(ending-start)*rand() )
)
out= randi([start, ending]);
V = [ones(1,out) zeros(1,n*mout)];%%%%%%%cambioparagenerat
random number
P1 = V(randperm(n*m));
newpopulation (K26,:)= P1(1,:);
%typematriz
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
type1=0;
type2=0;
type3=0;
type4=0;
typematrixcromosome=zeros (1,n*m);
for j=1:n*m;
if P1(1,j)==1;
Ciclo20=0;
while Ciclo20==0;
randomtype=randi([1, 4]);
%randomtype=ceil(rand(1,4))
if randomtype==1;
if type1<K1_total;
type1=type1+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==2;
if type2<K2_total;
type2=type2+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==3;
if type3<K3_total;
type3=type3+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==4;
if type4<K4_total;
type4=type4+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
end
end
end
newpopulationtype (K26,:)=
typematrixcromosome (1,:);
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% graph evaluation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Qnew2= Q1(numpop(1:C12),:)
efficiency_fitness = Qnew2(1,1)*-1;
power_fitness= Qnew2(1,2)*-1;
cost_fitness=Qnew2(1,3);
max_fitness=sorted(1,1);
fitness_graph( 1,1)=efficiency_fitness;
fitness_graph( 2,1)=power_fitness;
fitness_graph( 3,1)=cost_fitness;
fitness_graph( 4,1)=max_fitness;
fitness_graph( 5,1)=1;
fitness_graph;
%%
generationsXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
for generation=2:generation_number;

for k1000=1:range*(ending-start+1);
if
sum(newpopulation(k1000,:))==0;
out= randi([start, ending]);
V = [ones(1,out) zeros(1,n*mout)];%%%%%%%cambioparagenerat
random number
P1 = V(randperm(n*m));
newpopulation (k1000,:)= P1(1,:);
%typematriz
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
type1=0;
type2=0;
type3=0;
type4=0;
typematrixcromosome=zeros (1,n*m);
for j=1:n*m;
if P1(1,j)==1;
Ciclo20=0;
while Ciclo20==0;
randomtype=randi([1, 4]);
%randomtype=ceil(rand(1,4))
if randomtype==1;
if type1<K1_total;
type1=type1+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==2;
if type2<K2_total;
type2=type2+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
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if randomtype==3;
if type3<K3_total;
type3=type3+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==4;
if type4<K4_total;
type4=type4+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
end
end
end
newpopulationtype (k1000,:)=
typematrixcromosome (1,:);
end
end

populationlayout (1:range*(endingstart+1),1:n*m)=newpopulation(1:range
*(ending-start+1),1:n*m);
populationtypelayout (1:range*(endingstart+1),1:n*m)=newpopulationtype(1:ra
nge*(ending-start+1),1:n*m);
objectiveMatrix=zeros (range*(endingstart+1),5);
counter=1;
for K7=1:range*(ending-start+1);
p=0;
C1=zeros (n,m);
typematrix=zeros (n,m);
for K3=1:n;
C1(K3,1:m)=populationlayout(K7,p*m+
1:K3*m)
typematrix(K3,1:m)=populationtypelayo
ut(K7,p*m+1:K3*m)
p=p+1;
end
%generation
%Stop=input('ver matrix type y matrix
C1:');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%theorical
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%power
load HeightMatrix.mat
load turbinedatamatrix.mat
H=10;
alpha=0.4; % large city with tall
buildings
Pmatrix=zeros (n*m,1);
row=1;% is necessary to store the Pij
values
for i=1:n;
for j=1:m;

k=typematrix(i,j);% Turbine type
matriz that obteina from a matrix same
random as the lay out configuration
create Rando from previus 2D work
if k>0;
Y=HeightMatrix(i,j);% terrain cell
height
L=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);% Hub
heigth that depend the turbine type
X=C1(i,j);% 1 or 0 depend the lay out
configuration create Rando from previus
2D work, the layout matrix is C1
A=turbinedatamatrix(k,2);% Rotor
Area that depend the turbine type
Altura_total=Y+L;
Correlacion_de_altura=(Altura_total/H)^
(1.2);

P=Pavg*Correlacion_de_altura*X*A/10
00; % Power (Pij) by a turbine in the ij
position in kilowatts
%U1= (((Y+L)/H)^(alpha))*10; %V0
= 10
%P=0.5*1.125*U1^3*X*A/1000*1.7;
Pmatrix(row,1)=P; % is necessary to
store the Pij values
row=row+1;
end
end
end
Ptotal_theorical=sum (Pmatrix);
%end
%end
%C1
%typematrix
%Pmatrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%Calculation
with losses
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
%VelocityMatriz=zeros (n,m);
PowerMatriz=zeros (n,m);
rotoraverage=100;
Vo=8.80;
turbina=0;
for i=1:n;
for j=1:m;
if turbina==0;
X=C1(i,j);%layout matrix
if X==1;
Y=HeightMatrix(i,j);
k=typematrix(i,j)
A=turbinedatamatrix(k,2);
L=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
X50=i
Y50=j

Uo= (((Y+L)/H)^(alpha))*Vo;
U=Uo;
Power=0.5*1.125*U^3*X*A/1000;
PowerMatriz (i,j)=Power;
turbina=turbina+1;
column=j;
end
end

if turbina>0;
X=C1(i,j);
if X==1;
k=typematrix(X50,Y50);
Rr=turbinedatamatrix(k,4);
entertainmentconstant=turbinedatamatri
x(k,6);
axialinduction=turbinedatamatrix(k,7);
L0=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
Y0=HeightMatrix(X50, Y50);
Y1=HeightMatrix(i, j);
Y=HeightMatrix(i, j);
k=typematrix(i,j);
L=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
L1=turbinedatamatrix(k,3);
Y0_con_turbina=Y0+L0;
Y1_con_turbina=Y1+L1;
pos= HeightMatrix(n+1,j);
x=( pos -column)*5*rotoraverage;
r1=entertainmentconstant*x+Rr;
U= (((Y+L)/H)^(alpha))*Vo;
if Y1_con_turbina > Y0_con_turbina;
if r1 >= (Y1_con_turbina Y0_con_turbina);
U=Uo*(1(2*axialinduction)/(1+entertainmentcons
tant*(x/r1))^2);% the axial induction is
called a , probabiy i need Ct to calculate
end
end
if Y1_con_turbina < Y0_con_turbina;
if r1 >= (Y0_con_turbina Y1_con_turbina);
U=Uo*(1(2*axialinduction)/(1+entertainmentcons
tant*(x/r1))^2);% the axial induction is
called a , probabiy i need Ct to calculate
end
end
A=turbinedatamatrix(k,2);
Power=0.5*1.125*U^3*X*A/1000;
PowerMatriz (i,j)=Power;
X50=i;
Y50=j;
Column=j;
Uo=U;
X50=i;
Y50=j;
end
end
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if j==m;
turbina=0;
end
end
end

PowerMatriz;
C1;
typematrix;
Ptotal_with_downstream_percolumn=su
m (PowerMatriz);
Ptotal_with_downstream=sum
(Ptotal_with_downstream_percolumn);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%Maximize
efficiency%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
efficiency=(Ptotal_with_downstream)/(P
total_theorical)*-1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%Maximize
Power%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
output=Ptotal_with_downstream*-1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%% Cost
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
costmatrix=zeros (n*m,1);
row=1;
for i=1:n;
for j=1:m;
k=typematrix(i,j);
if k>0;
cost=turbinedatamatrix(k,5);
costmatrix(row,1)=cost; % is necessary
to store thecostij values
row=row+1;
end
end
end
total_cost=sum (costmatrix);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%store the
results%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
objectiveMatrix (counter,1)=efficiency;
objectiveMatrix (counter,2)=output;
objectiveMatrix (counter,3)=total_cost;
counter=counter+1;
end % comes from the maiin cicle
objectiveMatrix
%% PARETO SET
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
X3=objectiveMatrix;
for K35=1:range*(ending-start+1)
X3(K35,5)=1;
end

X3
%stop=input('stop para ver objective
matrix');
for K30=1:range*(ending-start+1);
for K31=1:range*(ending-start+1);
Xprima=zeros(1,6);
if X3(K31,1)<=X3(K30,1);
Xprima(1,1)=1;
end
if X3(K31,2)<=X3(K30,2);
Xprima(1,2)=1;
end
if X3(K31,3)<=X3(K30,3);
Xprima(1,3)=1;
end
if X3(K31,1)<X3(K30,1);
Xprima(1,4)=1;
end
if X3(K31,2)<X3(K30,2);
Xprima(1,5)=1;
end
if X3(K31,3)<X3(K30,3);
Xprima(1,6)=1;
end
if
Xprima(1,1)+Xprima(1,2)+Xprima(1,3)
==3;
if
Xprima(1,4)+Xprima(1,5)+Xprima(1,6)
>=1;
X3(K30,5)=0; %means that some K31
dominated K30
end
end
end
end
objectiveMatrix (:,5) =X3(:,5) ;
objectiveMatrix
%stop=input('stop para ver non
dominated');
%% COUNTER
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
X2=objectiveMatrix;
for K30=1:range*(ending-start+1);
Counter20=0;
for K31=1:range*(ending-start+1);
Xprima=zeros(1,6);
if X2(K30,1)<=X2(K31,1);
Xprima(1,1)=1;
end
if X2(K30,2)<=X2(K31,2);
Xprima(1,2)=1;
end
if X2(K30,3)<=X2(K31,3);
Xprima(1,3)=1;
end
if X2(K30,1)<X2(K31,1);
Xprima(1,4)=1;
end

if X2(K30,2)<X2(K31,2);
Xprima(1,5)=1;
end
if X2(K30,3)<X2(K31,3);
Xprima(1,6)=1;
end
if
Xprima(1,1)+Xprima(1,2)+Xprima(1,3)
==3;
if
Xprima(1,4)+Xprima(1,5)+Xprima(1,6)
>=1;
Counter20= Counter20+1;
end
X2(K30,4)= Counter20; %means that
some K31 dominated K30
end
end
end
objectiveMatrix (:,4) =X2(:,4) ;
objectiveMatrix
%% fITNESS 1 PART 1
Renglones=(range*(ending-start+1))
C12=sum (objectiveMatrix(:,5));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%cambio
C12;
Q=zeros (C12,n*m); %CREATE SUB
POPULATION MATRIX WITH NON
DOMINATED
Q100=zeros (C12,n*m); %CREATE
SUB TYPEPOPULATION MATRIX
WITH NON DOMINATED
Q1=zeros (C12,5); %CREATE THE
SUB OBJECTIVE MATRIX
counter3=1;
for K15=1:range*(endingstart+1);%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%cambio%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%
if objectiveMatrix(K15,5)==1; %==1;
Q(counter3,:)=populationlayout(K15,:);
Q100(counter3,:)=populationtypelayout(
K15,:);
Q1(counter3,:)=objectiveMatrix(K15,:);
counter3=counter3+1;
end
end
Q2=zeros(C12,3); % IS THE
NORMALIZED OBJECTIVE VALUES
Q6= Q1
Q6(:,1)=Q6(:,1)*-1
Q6(:,2)=Q6(:,2)*-1
for K16=1:C12;
Q2(K16,1)= (Q6(K16,1)min(Q6(:,1)))/(max(Q6(:,1))min(Q6(:,1)));
Q2(K16,2)= (Q6(K16,2)min(Q6(:,2)))/(max(Q6(:,2))min(Q6(:,2)));
Q2(K16,3)= (Q6(K16,3)min(Q6(:,3)))/(max(Q6(:,3))min(Q6(:,3)));
end
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Q2(:,1);
Q2(:,2);
Q2(:,3);
Q1(:,4);
%% fITNESS 1 PART 2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fitnessMatrix=zeros (C12+2,C12);
for K17=1:C12;
for K18=1:C12;
Q3=Q2(K17,1:3)-Q2(K18,1:3);
S1=sum (Q3.*Q3);
S2= sqrt(S1);
fitnessMatrix(K18,K17)=S2;
fitnessMatrix(K17,K18)=S2;
end
end
for H19=1:C12
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H19)=sum(fitness
Matrix(1:C12,H19));
end
%evaluacion de fitness con valures de
part1
C12;
min2= min(fitnessMatrix(C12+1,:));
max2= max(fitnessMatrix(C12+1,:));
range2=max2-min2;
segment= range2/5;
for H20=1:C12;
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=min2;
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=1;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+seg
ment);
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+2*segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=2;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+2*s
egment);
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+3*segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=3;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+3*s
egment);
if fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<
(min2+4*segment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=4;
end
end
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)>=(min2+4*s
egment);
if
fitnessMatrix(C12+1,H20)<=(min2+5*s
egment);
fitnessMatrix(C12+2,H20)=5;
end
end
end

fitnessMatrix;
fitness_value_f1_row=fitnessMatrix(C1
2+2,:);

%% fITNESS 2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fitness_values_total=zeros(3,C12);
fitness_values_total
(1,:)=fitness_value_f1_row;
objectiveMatrix2= Q1';
min3= min(objectiveMatrix2(4,:));
max3= max(objectiveMatrix2(4,:));
range3=max3-min3;
segment= range3/5;
for H20=1:C12;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=min3;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<
min3+segment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=1;
end
end
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=min3+segme
nt;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<
min3+2*segment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=2;
end
end
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=
min3+2*segment;
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<min3+3*segm
ent;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=3;
end
end
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=min3+3*seg
ment;
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<
min3+4*segment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=4;
end
end
if objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)>=
min3+4*segment;
if
objectiveMatrix2(4,H20)<=min3+5*seg
ment;
fitness_values_total (2,H20)=5;
end
end
end
for H21=1:C12
fitness_values_total
(3,H21)=fitness_values_total
(1,H21)+fitness_values_total (2,H21);
end
fitness_values_total (1,:);
fitness_values_total (2,:);
fitness_values_total (3,:);
totalf1f2=zeros (1,C12);
totalf1f2 (1,:)=fitness_values_total (3,:);
columnf1f2=totalf1f2';% AGREGATED
FITNESS VALUE

%% SORTED DESCENDING
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
columnf1f2
C12;
Q;
Q100;
newpopulation=zeros (range*(endingstart+1),n*m);
newpopulationtype=zeros
(range*(ending-start+1),n*m);
popsize=range*(ending-start+1);
[sorted,numpop]=sort(columnf1f2,'desce
nd');
newpopulation (1:ceil(C12*elitism),:)=
Q(numpop(1:ceil(C12*elitism)),:);
VARIABLE1= ceil(C12*elitism);
newpopulationtype
(1:ceil(C12*elitism),:)=
Q100(numpop(1:ceil(C12*elitism)),:);
sorted; %works good

% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 14Oct-2012 16:35:49
% Create figure
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...
'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('hot');
% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-43.5 34]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S1,ColorC1,...

if generation ==30;
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placment of Pareto set');
A=Q(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)

'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'Marker','.',...
'Parent',axes1,...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');

B=Q100(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)

% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

Stop=input('set of solutions of Pareto
optimal');
C=Q1(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),1:4);
C(1:C12,4)=sorted(:,1);
format shortg
C
Stop=input('see graphic Pareto set');

% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

generacion30=C'
EfficiencyX1=generacion30(1,:)*-1
PowerY1=generacion30(2,:)*-1
CostZ1=generacion30(3,:)

% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

Stop=input('to see efficiency power and
cost');

% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,..
.
'FontName','Times New Roman');

Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placement by type of turbine');

S1=500;
S2=60;

ColorC1 = zeros( 1,size(C,1));
for K32=1:size(C,1);
ColorC1(1, K32)= K2;
end
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% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);
% Create colorbar
colorbar('peer',axes1);

Stop=input('continue with next
generations');
end

axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-43.5 34]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S1,ColorC1,...

if generation ==50;
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placment of Pareto set');
A=Q(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placement by type of turbine');

'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'Marker','.',...
'Parent',axes1,...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');

Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placement by type of turbine');
B=Q100(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)
Stop=input('set of solutions of Pareto
optimal');
C=Q1(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),1:4);
C(1:C12,4)=sorted(:,1);
format shortg
C
Stop=input('see graphic Pareto set');
generacion30=C'
EfficiencyX1=generacion30(1,:)*-1
PowerY1=generacion30(2,:)*-1
CostZ1=generacion30(3,:)
Stop=input('to see efficiency power and
cost');
S1=500;
S2=60;

B=Q100(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)

% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

Stop=input('set of solutions of Pareto
optimal');
C=Q1(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),1:4);
C(1:C12,4)=sorted(:,1);
format shortg
C
Stop=input('see graphic Pareto set');

% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

ColorC1 = zeros( 1,size(C,1));

generacion30=C'
EfficiencyX1=generacion30(1,:)*-1
PowerY1=generacion30(2,:)*-1
CostZ1=generacion30(3,:)

% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

Stop=input('to see efficiency power and
cost');

% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,..
.
'FontName','Times New Roman');

S1=500;
S2=60;

ColorC1 = zeros( 1,size(C,1));
for K32=1:size(C,1);
ColorC1(1, K32)= K2;
end

% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);
% Create colorbar
colorbar('peer',axes1);
Stop=input('continue with next
generations');

% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 14Oct-2012 16:35:49
% Create figure
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...
'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('hot');
% Create axes

for K32=1:size(C,1);
ColorC1(1, K32)= K2;
end

% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 14Oct-2012 16:35:49
% Create figure
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...
'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('hot');
% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-43.5 34]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S1,ColorC1,...

end
if generation ==100;
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placment of Pareto set');
A=Q(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)
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'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'Marker','.',...
'Parent',axes1,...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');

% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,..
.
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);
% Create colorbar
colorbar('peer',axes1);
Stop=input('continue with next
generations');
end
if generation ==200;
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placment of Pareto set');
A=Q(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placement by type of turbine');

ColorC1 = zeros( 1,size(C,1));
for K32=1:size(C,1);
ColorC1(1, K32)= K2;
end

% Create colorbar
colorbar('peer',axes1);
Stop=input('continue with next
generations');

% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 14Oct-2012 16:35:49
% Create figure
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...
'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('hot');
% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-43.5 34]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S1,ColorC1,...
'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'Marker','.',...
'Parent',axes1,...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');

B=Q100(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)

% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

Stop=input('set of solutions of Pareto
optimal');
C=Q1(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),1:4);
C(1:C12,4)=sorted(:,1);
format shortg
C
Stop=input('see graphic Pareto set');

% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

generacion30=C'
EfficiencyX1=generacion30(1,:)*-1
PowerY1=generacion30(2,:)*-1
CostZ1=generacion30(3,:)

% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');

Stop=input('to see efficiency power and
cost');

% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,..
.
'FontName','Times New Roman');

S1=500;
S2=60;

% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);
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end
if generation ==300;
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placment of Pareto set');
A=Q(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)
Stop=input('set of solution of turbine
placement by type of turbine');
B=Q100(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),:)
Stop=input('set of solutions of Pareto
optimal');
C=Q1(numpop(1:ceil(C12)),1:4);
C(1:C12,4)=sorted(:,1);
format shortg
C
Stop=input('see graphic Pareto set');
generacion30=C'
EfficiencyX1=generacion30(1,:)*-1
PowerY1=generacion30(2,:)*-1
CostZ1=generacion30(3,:)
Stop=input('to see efficiency power and
cost');
S1=500;
S2=60;

ColorC1 = zeros( 1,size(C,1));
for K32=1:size(C,1);
ColorC1(1, K32)= K2;
end

% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 14Oct-2012 16:35:49
% Create figure
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...
'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('hot');

% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-43.5 34]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S1,ColorC1,...
'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'Marker','.',...
'Parent',axes1,...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,..
.
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);
% Create colorbar
colorbar('peer',axes1);
Stop=input('continue with next
generations');
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
XOVER
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Qnew= Q(numpop(1:C12),:);

Qnew100= Q100(numpop(1:C12),:);
%%code for populationtype matrix
factor=ceil(range*(ending-start+1)/C12);
Qxover=zeros((C12*2-2),n*m)
C12*2-2
C12
size(Qxover,1)
%stop=input('values of C12 y el :');
VARIABLE2= ceil((C12*22)*probabilityXover);
VARIABLE3= VARIABLE1 +
VARIABLE2;
Qxover100=zeros ((C12*2-2),n*m);
%%code for populationtype matrix
position=1;
position2=2;
for K23=1:C12-1;
K24=K23+1;
random1=ceil(rand(1)*m*n);
Xoverparent1A= Qnew(K23,1:random1)
Xoverparent1B=
Qnew(K23,random1+1:n*m)
Xoverparent2A= Qnew(K24,1:random1)
Xoverparent2B=
Qnew(K24,random1+1:n*m)
%stop=input('cromosoems Xover');
Xoverparent1A100=
Qnew100(K23,1:random1); %%code for
populationtype matrix
Xoverparent1B100=
Qnew100(K23,random1+1:n*m);
%%code for populationtype matrix
Xoverparent2A100=
Qnew100(K24,1:random1); %%code for
populationtype matrix
Xoverparent2B100=
Qnew100(K24,random1+1:n*m);
%%code for populationtype matrix
Qxover(position,1:random1)=Xoverpare
nt1A;
Qxover(position,random1+1:n*m)=Xov
erparent2B;
Qxover(position2,1:random1)=Xoverpar
ent2A;
Qxover(position2,random1+1:n*m)=Xo
verparent1B;
Qxover100(position,1:random1)=Xover
parent1A100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
Qxover100(position,random1+1:n*m)=
Xoverparent2B100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
Qxover100(position2,1:random1)=Xove
rparent2A100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
Qxover100(position2,random1+1:n*m)=
Xoverparent1B100; %%code for
populationtype matrix
position=position+2;
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position2=position2+2;
Qxover
size(Qxover,1)
%stop=input('xover');
end
%% MUTATION
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Qxover;
Qxover100;
random_mutation_horizontal=rand(1,
(C12*2-2));
random_mutation_vertical=random_mut
ation_horizontal';
size(random_mutation_vertical,1)
Qxover
size(Qxover,1)
%stop=input('values of C12 y el :');
for K25=1:size (Qxover,1);
if random_mutation_vertical
(K25,1)<=0.10;
random=ceil(rand(1)*m*n);
bit = Qxover (K25,random);
if bit == 0;
Qxover (K25,random)=1;
Qxover100(K25,random)=randi([1,
4]);%%code for populationtype matrix
end
if bit == 1;
Qxover (K25,random)=0;
Qxover100(K25,random)=0;%%code
for populationtype matrix
end
end
end
Qxovermutation = Qxover;
Qxovermutation100 = Qxover100;
contador100=1
K30=VARIABLE1+1;
for K26=K30:VARIABLE3;
newpopulation
(K26,:)=Qxovermutation(contador100,:)
;
newpopulationtype
(K26,:)=Qxovermutation100(contador10
0,:);
contador100=contador100+1
end
for K26= VARIABLE3+1:
range*(ending-start+1);
%out=ceil(start +(ending-start)*rand() )
)
out= randi([start, ending]);
V = [ones(1,out) zeros(1,n*mout)];%%%%%%%cambioparagenerat
random number
P1 = V(randperm(n*m));
newpopulation (K26,:)= P1(1,:);
%typematriz
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
type1=0;
type2=0;
type3=0;
type4=0;
typematrixcromosome=zeros (1,n*m);
for j=1:n*m;
if P1(1,j)==1;
Ciclo20=0;
while Ciclo20==0;
randomtype=randi([1, 4]);
%randomtype=ceil(rand(1,4))
if randomtype==1;
if type1<K1_total;
type1=type1+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==2;
if type2<K2_total;
type2=type2+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==3;
if type3<K3_total;
type3=type3+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
if randomtype==4;
if type4<K4_total;
type4=type4+1;
typematrixcromosome
(1,j)=randomtype;
Ciclo20=1;
end
end
end
end
end
newpopulationtype (K26,:)=
typematrixcromosome (1,:);
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%% graph evaluation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Qnew2= Q1(numpop(1:C12),:)
efficiency_fitness = Qnew2(1,1)*-1;
power_fitness= Qnew2(1,2)*-1;
cost_fitness=Qnew2(1,3);
max_fitness=sorted(1,1);
fitness_graph(
1,generation)=efficiency_fitness;
fitness_graph(
2,generation)=power_fitness;
fitness_graph(
3,generation)=cost_fitness;
fitness_graph(
4,generation)=max_fitness;
fitness_graph( 5,generation)=1;
fitness_graph;
end % comes from the maiin cicle
EfficiencyX1 =fitness_graph( 1,:);
PowerY1=fitness_graph( 2,:);
CostZ1=fitness_graph( 3,:);
S1=500;
S2=60;
%part1=round(generation/5);

xlabel({'Generation
Number'},'FontSize',14,'FontName','Hig
h Tower Text');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Efficiency'},'FontSize',16,'Font
Name','High Tower Text');
% Create title
title({'Efficiency along
Generations'},'FontSize',20,...
'FontName','High Tower Text');
% Create plot
plot(fitness_graph(1,:),'Parent',axes1,...
'MarkerFaceColor',[0.501960813999176
0.501960813999176
0.501960813999176],...
'Marker','.',...
'LineWidth',3,...
'Color',[0 0.498039215803146 0],...
'DisplayName','fitness_graph(1,:)');
% Create legend
legend(axes1,'show');

ColorC1 = zeros( 1,generation);
for K32=1:generation;
ColorC1(1, K32)= round(K32*1.5);
end

%ColorC1(1,1:part1) = fitness_graph(
5,1:part1);
%ColorC1(1,part1+1:part1*2) =
fitness_graph( 5,part1+1:part1*2)*3;
%ColorC1(1,part1*2+1:part1*3) =
fitness_graph( 5,part1*2+1:part1*3)*7;
%ColorC1(1,part1*3+1:part1*4) =
fitness_graph( 5,part1*3+1:part1*4)*11;
%ColorC1(1,part1*4+1:generation) =
fitness_graph(
5,part1*4+1:generation)*15;

fitness_graph
%CREATEFIGURE(FITNESS_GRAP
H1)
% FITNESS_GRAPH1: vector of y
data
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 22Sep-2012 17:11:58
% Create figure
figure1 = figure;
% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1);box(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create xlabel
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%CREATEFIGURE(FITNESS_GRAP
H1)
% FITNESS_GRAPH1: vector of y
data
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 22Sep-2012 17:12:11
% Create figure
figure1 = figure;
% Create axes
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1);
box(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create title
title({'Power along
Generations'},'FontSize',20,...
'FontName','High Tower Text');
% Create plot
plot(fitness_graph(2,:),'LineWidth',3,...
'Color',[0.87058824300766
0.490196079015732 0],...
'DisplayName','fitness_graph(2,:)');
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Generations'},'FontSize',14,'Fon
tName','High Tower Text');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power from wind
KW'},'FontSize',14,...
'FontName','High Tower Text');

%CREATEFIGURE1(FITNESS_GRAP
H1)
% FITNESS_GRAPH1: vector of y
data
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 22Sep-2012 17:13:15
% Create figure
figure1 = figure;
% Create axes
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1);
box(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create title
title({'Cost along
Generations'},'FontSize',20,'FontName','
High Tower Text');
% Create plot
plot(fitness_graph(3,:),'DisplayName','fit
ness_graph(3,:)');
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Generations'},'FontSize',14,'Fon
tName','High Tower Text');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Cost in millions of
Dollars'},'FontSize',14,...
'FontName','High Tower Text');
%CREATEFIGURE1(FITNESS_GRAP
H1)
% FITNESS_GRAPH1: vector of y
data
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 22Sep-2012 17:13:58
% Create figure
figure1 = figure;
% Create axes
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1);
box(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create title
title({'Fitness
Graph'},'FontSize',20,'FontName','High
Tower Text');
% Create plot
plot(fitness_graph(4,:),'LineWidth',2,'Co
lor',[1 0 0],...
'DisplayName','fitness_graph(4,:)');
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Generations'},'FontSize',16,'Fon
tName','High Tower Text');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Fitness
Value'},'FontSize',16,'FontName','High
Tower Text');

% Create figure SCATTER PLOT
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...
'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('winter');
% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-37.5 30]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S2,ColorC1,...
'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16);
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16);
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16);
% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16);
% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);

%CREATEFIGURE2(EFFICIENCYX1,
POWERY1,COSTZ1,S1,COLORC1)
% EFFICIENCYX1: scatter3 x
% POWERY1: scatter3 y
% COSTZ1: scatter3 z
% S1: scatter3 s
% COLORC1: scatter3 c
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 14Oct-2012 15:43:26
% Create figure
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...
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'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('winter');
% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-43.5 34]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S1,ColorC1,...
'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'Marker','.',...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,..
.
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);
%CREATEFIGURE2(EFFICIENCYX1,
POWERY1,COSTZ1,S1,C1)
% EFFICIENCYX1: scatter3 x
% POWERY1: scatter3 y
% COSTZ1: scatter3 z
% S1: scatter3 s
% C1: scatter3 c
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 14Oct-2012 16:35:49
% Create figure
figure1 = figure('Name','Fitness Plot
Efficiency Vs Powe Vs Cost',...

'Color',[0.678431391716003
0.921568632125854 1]);
colormap('hot');
% Create axes
axes1 =
axes('Parent',figure1,'FontSize',14,'Font
Name','Times New Roman',...
'Color',[0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025
0.905882358551025]);
view(axes1,[-43.5 34]);
grid(axes1,'on');
hold(axes1,'all');
% Create scatter3
scatter3(EfficiencyX1,PowerY1,CostZ1,
S1,ColorC1,...
'MarkerFaceColor',[0.078431375324726
1 0.168627455830574
0.549019634723663],...
'Marker','.',...
'Parent',axes1,...
'DisplayName','Efficiency,');
% Create xlabel
xlabel({'Efficiency'},'FontWeight','bold','
FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create ylabel
ylabel({'Power
Kw'},'LineWidth',1,'HorizontalAlignme
nt','center',...
'FontWeight','bold',...
'FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create zlabel
zlabel('Cost
USD','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,...
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create title
title({'Efficiency Vs Power Vs
Cost'},'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',16,..
.
'FontName','Times New Roman');
% Create light
light('Parent',axes1,...
'Position',[-0.584254012643499 0.106263835031555
0.804583896231062]);
% Create colorbar
colorbar('peer',ax)
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